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At the end of a long day, Dido Duba takes some time out to instruct his children: “teaching our
son who grows up with his father also knows about his grandfather”. This means that a child
passes it all on in the same way that those before him did. These traditional social, moral and
that live in the drylands to survive — and thrive — for centuries.

children is our most important obligation,” he says. There is a Borana proverb that states “a
knows what his father knows, and what his grandfather knew before him, because his father
practical lessons have been the foundation of a way of life that has allowed the pastoralists
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Haught and his wife Tracy, who shared their thoughts on homeschooling.
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A note about spelling: e Borana speak the Oromo language, which uses the latin alphabet, with conventions that can be diﬃcult for the average reader in English. In the interests of simplicity — so that people might read the text easily rather than struggle with the pronunciation of names and places — we have chosen to
simplify the spellings to reflect the nearest approximation in standard English pronunciation while trying to remain as true as possible to their original spelling.
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Preface
THE SCHOOL OF LIFE is the first in A series of books to
be produced by Save the Children’s Africa Pastoral Initiative.
Titled ‘Dryland Voices’, the series will provide pastoral communities from sub-Saharan Africa with a platform to share
their stories. Each book will relate to a Millennium Development Goal (MDG), and demonstrate the innovation and
adaptation that is currently underway — even if the goals
themselves are unlikely to be met in pastoral areas. rough
this series the Africa Pastoral Initiative seeks to share positive
lessons being learned and hopes readers will both enjoy and
be inspired by what they read. Perhaps the lessons may inform development practice and policy.
e school of life is based on interviews conducted by
Kelley Lynch and Alison Judd among a community of Borana
pastoralists in southern Ethiopia. e focus of the interviews
was education. ey confirm that “...just because a child
doesn’t sit in a classroom it doesn’t mean they are being
wasted. Nor does it mean they are not learning. A school education is not the only education that matters ….” Perhaps
too oen in the modern world, emphasis is given to testing
and attainment rather than to holistic development and what
flows from it.
e Borana have herded their livestock in the southern
rangelands of Ethiopia and northern Kenya for more than
400 years because livestock — which can be moved to exploit
the erratic rainfall in the region — were found to be more
productive than crops. Until recently, the Borana depended
almost entirely on livestock for their food — mainly milk and
yogurt. Access to this nutritious diet doubtless ensured the
cognitive development of Borana children — the same is true
in other pastoral areas of the world.
In the past, outsiders have linked communally managed
pastoral rangelands with overgrazing and rangeland degradation. is myth has long since been ‘busted’ by studies which
confirm pastoralism is one of the most sophisticated livestock production systems in the world. It is between two and
five times more eﬃcient than ranch-based livestock production systems in Australia and the United States in areas of

similar rainfall. It is also lucrative. Pastoral livestock production systems form the backbone of Ethiopia’s thriving livestock export market, which is worth an estimated US $250
million annually.
Despite their economic success, the pastoral areas of the
Horn of Africa remain remote and poorly serviced and
school enrollment rates are low. However the trends are positive: more pastoralists send their children to school each year.
Evidence suggests that parents want their children to have a
‘drought-free’ life. ey are sending children to school as a
way of spreading risk, and with the hope that in the future
some of their children will find paid employment and send
remittances home to help support those who remain with
the livestock.
e school of life identifies the ‘quality’ of education received as an important issue. Whilst some pastoral children
do well at school, there are numerous stories of the stigmatization of pastoral children in some formal schools, and into
university life. Children who are stigmatized are unlikely to
perform well and this may help to explain the high drop out
rates amongst pastoral children in some schools.
e second part of this book is based on work done by
Saverio Krätli. Saverio briefly outlines a number of innovative
educational delivery systems that address mobility, one of the
main stumbling blocks to education provision in pastoral
areas. For example, mention is made of the Alternative Basic
Education system in Karamoja, Uganda. For children on remote ranches in Australia and the United States homeschooling and ‘virtual schools’ oﬀer children access to education.
Unfortunately these models are not available to all children
in Borana, but perhaps with more support, they could be.
e Africa Pastoral Initiative was launched to celebrate
and promote the pastoral way of life in a modern world. I join
Kelley and Alison in hoping you will enjoy e school
of life.
Adrian Cullis
To learn more about the Africa Pastoral Initiative
contact ACullis@savechildren.org.et
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Introduction
this is A book About pAstorAlist educAtion. In its
pages we meet the people of Deressa, a Borana pastoralist village in Southern Ethiopia. Dido Duba, the village head, together with his family and neighbors, take it in turns to tell us
about their education system as they practice it. In their community, it takes a village to educate a child: everyone is involved in teaching and learning throughout their lives.
Customary education has for centuries equipped pastoralists to not only survive, but to thrive in some of the most
diﬃcult regions of the world. It is a system that still works
today, not only in Deressa or in the thousands of villages
(ollas) that are home to an estimated 500,000 Borana pastoralists, but in one form or another among pastoralists all over
the world.
Based on three pillars of pastoralist life: people, animals
and the rangeland, children come to understand from an early
age the value of each, and acquire exceptional levels of knowledge, responsibility and maturity as they ‘live’ their education
in the village and on the rangeland.
In Deressa, a child’s pastoralist education usually remains
completely separate from any formal education that they
might acquire, but this does not mean that the Borana do not
value ‘state’ or ‘formal’ education. On the contrary, in a rapidly
changing world that is increasingly interconnected, the parents in this community recognize the importance of educating
their children — but at the same time see its disadvantages —

especially when it means sending their children far away to
school.
e school of life aims is to identify innovative ways of supporting education in remote communities, so that formal
schooling and local education can complement one another.
Perhaps the best model of this is 20-year-old Boru Galgalo,
whom the reader meets on page 56. Using skills he learned in
the course of his formal education, Boru has been keeping a
notebook recording the things he is learning in his ‘Borana
education’. It is his notebook that has served as the inspiration
for the notebook pages in the first section of this book.
e second section, entitled ‘Beyond school’, looks at the
existing state education services typically provided to pastoralists and asks why they are not working. It identifies the
practical diﬃculties of serving mobile communities and
shows that the problems lie within the concept of ‘school’ itself. Finding alternatives is a challenge but examining some of
the innovative ways that education is being brought to other
remote peoples throughout the world provides inspiration for
what may be possible.
e school of life provides insight into how one pastoralist
community educates its children. At its heart is an invitation
to step into someone else’s world. It is hoped that these voices
from the drylands will inspire readers to rethink education for
pastoralists, and in the future to work closely with communities to create education models that work.
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For the Borana there is a conscious learning cycle between the generations:

through this our culture and way of life are passed on, family bonds
are strengthened and our children are equipped for life.

— Bor Bor Bule, Borana elder

12 School of life

Welcome to Deressa
the closure lAst yeAr of Deressa’s tiny two-room
schoolhouse has had an impact on every member of this
small community. e schoolhouse, made of sticks with a tin
roof, may not have looked like much, but adults and children
alike attended it, from both this olla (village) and the neighboring one.
Dido Duba, head of the olla, now sends his oldest child,
14-year-old Liban, to the nearest school — 26 miles away in
Hadhessa. His two younger sons, Dikaya 10 and Bonaya 8,
still live at home. But now, instead of collecting their friends
on the way to school every morning, they collect the shoats
(sheep and goats) and calves and take them out of the olla to
feed. Six-year-old Lashi never got a chance to start school:
She helps milk the cows and keep the animals out of the
house while her mother looks aer the family’s newest member, one-year-old Roba.
e older members of the community — among them
Dido and his wife Qaballee, and their neighbor Galgalo Gufu
— lament not being able to attend night school.
However, the loss seems greatest for Konso’s son, twelveyear-old Badasa — a boy mature beyond his years and a
promising student who still dreams of going to university to
study veterinary medicine, so that he can one day serve his
community. With the closure of the school his dream seems
impossible.
Badasa’s father is Dido, who lives nearby, but as he is not
married to Konso, Badasa and his mother manage their own
household, though Dido helps when he can. As a single
mother, Konso already has more work than she can manage
alone. Much as she would like to send Badasa away to school,
he is the only son in the household and she needs his help
looking aer the animals he will one day inherit.
Last year, because the school was in the village, Badasa,
like the rest of the children, could attend classes in the morn-

ing and help look aer the animals in the aernoon. Now
that the school is closed, he is out looking aer the cattle all
day every day. His older sister, Dhaki, who goes to school 82
km away in the town of Negelle is sad that Badasa can’t go to
school. “But what can I do?” she asks with a shrug. “ere is
no alternative. at is just the way it is. Some children have to
go away to school, and some have to stay here and look aer
the animals.”
But suggest to Dido that Badasa is somehow losing out,
that his potential is being wasted simply because he is not
getting a ‘government’ education, and you get another response. “Wait a minute,” he says, “just because a child doesn’t
sit in a classroom doesn’t mean they are being wasted. Nor
does it mean they aren’t learning. A government education is
not the only education that matters. In my father’s generation
the Borana did not attend school. Schools were not common
and those who attended them were not accepted in Borana
society. But that does not mean we didn’t get an education.
e education we had then — and that my grandfather had
and my great grandfather and his grandfather had — was the
same education that a Borana still receives today.”
Clearly education is not a casual process. e education
that a Borana — or indeed any pastoralist — receives is not
an informal, random set of lessons picked up by chance as he
or she goes through life. Ask any Borana what they are learning at their age, or what their children are learning, and there
is never a blank look or confused moment. A ‘Borana education’ is a formal curriculum centered on the three central pillars of pastoralist life — people, animals and the rangeland.
eirs is an education that cannot be learned from a book or
taught in a school. It is an education that results in deep understanding and the integration of complex information obtained only through experience — through the practical
lessons of the school of life.
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Roba Dido, 1

Like children everywhere, Borana children first learn to speak by learning the
names of family members.

in the beginning, teaching the child is the responsibility of the parent. When he starts speaking, he
learns the words which connect him to the members of the family. First he says Abbo and Ayyo (father
and mother) and from that time on we introduce him to the rest of the family: ‘this is your sister, this is
your brother, this is your grandmother.’ rough learning to speak he will learn where he comes from —
the generations before him — and he will learn who he is, where he lives and his place in the culture.
— Qaballee Dido, 30

School of life

Qufa Dido, 4

Children this age still spend most of their time with their mothers, from whom they learn
the rudiments of social relationships. This includes respectful ways to address their parents and other adults. An increased vocabulary allows them to begin to learn poems and
proverbs, and includes words which prepare the child for learning more about their lineage:
ancestors, their clan tree and their place on it. They begin to learn to count: ‘You have one
head, a goat has two teats, we use three stones to hold the pot over the fire, a cow has
4 teats, etc’. Children this age are also learning to work alongside their parents and follow
instructions. Parents and elders observe the way the child performs, and in this way begin
to learn what kind of child this is.

i give QufA smAll jobs: bring me the kettle, take this barchoma (wooden stool) to your mother, go get the rope, go and
call your grandmother.... For now I’m just sending him within the olla doing this sort of messaging. I also teach him about his
clan and his party — not the details, they are too complex — just which ones he belongs to.
— Dido Duba, 38
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Soil rich in minerals occurs naturally in crater lakes and
other sites located in the bush, forest and open areas in

Borana. Because some of these sites are now exhausted
and others are far away, pastoralists in Deressa generally
purchase mineral salts from the market.

18 School of life

Galgalo Gufu, and his three-year-old twins, Halaka and Koricha, make a mineral salt supplement for their animals. “How you learn is
not separated from what you learn,” Galgalo says. “In Borana, learning is by doing. You don’t just teach your children something
once, you teach it again and again. Like all of us, they keep learning new things, but as they go back and learn the old things again,
they become expert.” One of the twins reaches in. The other hangs back, buries his face in his father’s shirt and begins to cry. You’d
never know they were twins to look at them, but as different as they look, their temperaments differ even more: the one always
ready to try something new, the other timid and quick to cry. Galgalo smiles and gently brings his son around. “There is another
thing,” he says. “You have to interact with your children. You have to get to know them as individuals. What they are like, when they
are ready to learn something, what they are capable of — and always teach them with that in mind.”
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At the end of the day there is still
time for a game of hide and seek.

“Lashi, release Ollay.”
For breakfast and

dinner we usually eat
anshir: ground maize

with milk. Sometimes

we eat haricot beans

with salt and butter.

We rarely eat meat.

For a pastoralist,

that is eating into
your savings —
literally.

School of life

Lashi Dido, 6

At this age children are beginning to learn practical work. Instructed by their mothers,
girls begin to learn all of the things they need to do in and around the house. They start to
help with the safekeeping of household items, milking the cows, collecting water, and
gathering firewood. Depending on the confidence a mother has in her daughter, she may
leave the girl to watch over the house from as young as 10. It is at this age that mothers
also begin to teach their daughters the behavior expected of girls and young women.

“lAshi is my fifth child,” Qaballee says, “and my only
daughter. I have had to manage the house alone for a long
time. Now it is starting to get easier because I am teaching
Lashi how to help me.
“I am her only teacher. With a boy, everyone in the community takes an interest in his education because he will always belong to the family and the clan into which he was
born. e same is not true for girls. When Lashi marries she
will become a part of her husband’s family and clan. It is my
job to teach her everything she will need to know to be a
good wife. I don’t have a specific time when I teach her. We
do things together and I use any opportunities I find to show
her what to do.
“I teach Lashi how to sit like a girl with her legs out in
front crossed at the ankle, to wash her face and comb her hair
every morning, to stay at home so she can prevent the livestock coming into the house, to clean the house, and to make
and manage the fire. Lashi can make coﬀee and look aer
food on the fire. I am also teaching her to hang the maize
above the fire to dry, to pound it, to smoke the milking pots,
and to make butter. Now she can let the calves out and then
keep them away while I milk the cows.

“When Lashi is a little older she will milk the goats, and
when she is good at that, she will move on to milking the
cows. When she is stronger I will teach her to cut grass for
the calves and then she will be ready to learn to herd the cattle. When she is twelve I’ll teach her how to build a house.
“Having Lashi to help me has made my life much easier.
But I want more for her. I didn’t have the opportunity to go
to school, but I want to send Lashi. If she gets an education
she can get a job and help the family. It is true, girls are a
“guest” in the house because they only stay with their family
until they marry, and then they join their husband’s family.
Even so, a girl will always help her family. When you marry
you join your husband’s clan, but you don’t lose the social ties
with your own family. I am married to Dido, and we still help
to support my family. When you educate a girl she has more
choices — she might even choose the man she marries — and
in that case she will usually be more supportive of her family.
“It would be good if we could send Lashi to a school
nearby, but now there isn’t one. When she starts school, the
whole family will have to move closer to town. It will mean
some sacrifices, but she is a girl, we can’t just send her oﬀ to
school on her own.
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Bonaya leaves the olla with the calves going in one direction and
Dikaya leaves with the shoats (sheep and goats) in another.
Neither will go very far from the olla, but there are good reasons
why the two don’t go out together. First, they eat different things.
Goats are browsers and calves are grazers. Sheep also graze, but
as the Borana say, ‘goats lead sheep’, meaning sheep will browse
when grass is not available. Second, shoats must return back to
the village with their herder before any of the other animals
because they are easy prey for predators. Third, as Dikaya explains,
both shoats and calves can be lively. It would not be easy watch
both at the same time.

School of life

Bonaya Dido, 8 and Dikaya Dido, 10

By this age children are learning to herd animals with the guidance of their parents and
their peers. They will start with the smaller, less valuable sheep and goats, and move on to
the larger, more valuable animals that must stay out longer to eat their fill. Children typically look after animals that belong not only to their immediate family, but also to others
in the olla, particularly if the owners are elderly or don’t yet have children of herding age.
22 School of life

Animals: the three things
There are three things in our world: shoats (sheep & goats), cattle and camels. Out of

your fingers there is not one that you love more than the others. The same is true of our

animals. Each is valuable in a different way.
Shoats are valuable because:

1. They are the means to buy market goods. Like small change, they can
be sold to buy grain and basic household items.

2. They are slaughtered when there is a visitor or someone is sick. People
can afford to slaughter a goat, but not a cow or a camel.

3. Goats can go without water for up to five days in the dry season, and even

longer in the rainy season when there is green browse around. Sheep need water more

frequently, but because they eat different things, it spreads the risk and nothing goes
to waste.

4. Shoats breed quickly: if a camel and a goat give birth at the same time, then the goat
will have delivered again three or four times before a camel has its next calf.

Cattle are valuable because:

1. They are central to Borana livelihood and culture — for rituals from birth through

death. Traditionally, the Borana have always kept cattle. (Camels are relatively new to

them.)

2. They give a lot of milk in the rainy season. Their milk is sweet. It is best for making yogurt and butter and can be sold when there is a surplus (check).

3. Bulls fetch a good price in the market and are desired for export.

4. Cows reproduce less frequently than sheep and goats, but more often than camels. A
cow in good condition can give milk for six months to one year after calving.

5. Cattle eat grass, unlike goats and camels, who are browsers. This allows pastoralists
to make use of all that the rangeland has to offer.

6. Cattle skins, horns, and bones are all useful, as is the dung, which can be used as fuel
and fertilizer (unlike camel dung).

24 School of life:

people, animals & rangeland

Camels are valuable because:

1. Camels produce a lot of milk. A single camel in excellent condition can feed a family and,
if properly managed, will give milk for two or more years after calving.

2. Camel milk is a meal (food and drink) It is highly nutritious, with three times the level
of vitamin C found in cow’s milk. It also contains B vitamins, carotene and vitamin A,

along with iron and unsaturated fatty acids. It also has lactoferrin, a protein known to

have anti-viral and anti-bacterial benefits. When water is scarce and the temperature

goes up, camels — unlike cows — produce milk with a higher water content.

4. Camels are the easiest animal to herd: unlike cattle, they do not need to go far, and the
herder’s food and drink are secure while he is with them.

5. Camels have long legs. They can walk many hours. Camels will also travel in the dark so
a herder can set off before dawn.

6. A male camel is like a Toyota Landcruiser: it can bring grain from the market and carry
an entire house on its back.

7. After just two years a camel calf can work as a pack animal, or be sold for a good

price. A large male can fetch as much as 8000 birr (US $800); a young female selected
for breeding around 4000 birr.

8. Slaughtering a camel feeds many people. They are good for big ceremonies, like weddings.

9. Camels can make use of all the potential food sources the rangeland has to offer: they
graze like cattle and also browse like goats. They are able to eat sharp, thorny species

that the other animals cannot.

9. A camel can go 15 days without water. This means they can travel to make use of better, less utilized food sources further from the water point. It also means that in a
drought, it is the camels that survive.
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When the children return near dusk with the animals, the adults help to drive
them to the en“we greet them. ‘Welcome home,’ we say. ‘Have all the animals come back peacefu
lly and have
only water to sustain them — something to eat.”

closure for the night. “When the children come back home from herding,” says
Gubala Duba, 70,
you checked them all?’ And then we give the children — who have usually been
out all day with

Animals: building a herd
Children are given their first breeding animal at birth. As the child grows that animal

reproduces, so that if he is lucky, a child already owns a number of animals even before
he has grown up. However, the combination of cattle, camels, goats and sheep in a

pastoralist’s herd, the particular breeds of each, the spread of their ages and the balance

between males and females in a herd is not at all a matter of luck or chance, but of

careful planning.

There is no single ideal herd composition. It varies with season, location, size and

wealth of the household, ages of the children, amount of rainfall, events of the time and

many other factors. A successful pastoralist is continually assessing the costs and
benefits of each possible course of action — buying or selling an animal, lending or

borrowing one, slaughtering one or not. Having diverse herd allows pastoralists to spread

their risks and reduce their vulnerability to shocks like drought.

Most pastoralists have no access to a bank. Their animals are their (mobile) savings. A
diverse herd allows a pastoralist to access the goods and services he may need:

Shoats are like small change: You
need a lot of them because they
are sold to buy grain and basic
household goods so you don’t
have to sell your larger stock.
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Cattle are like bigger notes:
You sell one only when you
need a large amount of money.
A wedding, a funeral, an
illness...

people, animals & rangeland

Camels are like the biggest bank
notes: Only sold in extreme
circumstances when you need
a lot of money very quickly

spreads risk
Livestock are a pastoralist’s

main asset, but they are vulner-

able to unpredictable events such as

satisfies needs

drought or the outbreak of disease.

No one animal can satisfy every

Keeping a mixed herd spreads the risk

need. Different animals provide

of losing too many animals at once.

different things: milk, meat,

Some animals are better at surviving

butter, blood, hides, marketability.

drought, others are resistant to

Some also play an important

certain diseases.

cultural, social and religious role.

The ideal herd
size and
composition

Uses the rangeland’s potential
Different types of livestock eat different

vegetation and each species needs water at

a different interval. The availability of water

and vegetation varies from place to place and with
the seasons. A pastoralist works to build and
maintain a mix of animals that will make the
most of what the available rangeland
has to offer.
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Badasa Konso, 12

A responsible child of 12 is old enough to herd the cattle. He takes them out early every
morning, and for the entire day has sole responsibility for keeping them safe and ensuring
they find good pasture. But simply knowing how to herd is not enough. He is also learning
about wet and dry season grazing patterns, how to protect the cattle from wild animals
(and when to run away), how to recognize and where to find nutritious pasture, when and
where to satisfy the animals’ mineral needs, and the differences between a healthy and a
sick animal.

“bAdAsA,” dido cAlls, “Come. Look. Remember this
cow has a wound on her leg, and that one has recently given
birth. It’s important to watch these animals carefully while
you’re out today. We have to make sure they are okay.”
is morning as Dido accompanies his son and the cattle
out of the olla, he quizzes Badasa: “How do you check that
the animals are in good health?”
“I look at the condition of their coats. I look at their noses
to be sure there isn’t any discharge. I look at their dung for
worms or blood or water, and I watch to see if any of the animals aren’t grazing normally.”
Dido nods. “at’s right. And if you see any of those
things what do you do?”
“I tell you.”

Badasa makes a herding stick

As Dido turns to walk back to the olla he smiles. He’s
clearly proud of Badasa, but he’s not one to throw praise
around liberally. And a parent can never give too much advice, especially when entrusting 47 cows — two families’
wealth — to a twelve-year-old. Dido turns. “Badasa!” he
shouts as the boy disappears from view, “keep them between
the two roads today...and keep an eye on the pregnant ones.”
Dido pauses. “And remember: stay away from the other
herds. No playing!”
Several months ago Badasa’s mornings were very diﬀerent.
ey were spent in Deressa’s village school — a shack made
of sticks with a single teacher who shuttled between the
school’s two rooms teaching science, math, English and
Oromo — and only his aernoons were spent helping the
family.
When the teacher le because he found a job elsewhere,
the school closed. It now sits abandoned at the edge of the
village.
While Badasa wishes the school hadn’t closed, he says he
feels good being here with his animals. “Even when I was in
school I wasn’t always able to attend classes regularly. Sometimes it was one month on, one month oﬀ. e problem is
this: my father, Dido, lives nearby, but we don’t live with him
because my parents aren’t married. I’m the only person in my
family who can look aer our animals. My oldest sister is
married. She doesn’t live with us. My sister Dhaki is next.
She’s 14 and she goes to school in Negelle. My mother would
help, but she already has too much work to do. It makes me
School of life 31

on
“The first time I went out with the animals
my own I was afraid. Dido told me there was
tnothing to be scared of, but I was still frigh
ened. After three days when nothing bad had happened, I realized that it is alright to look after
animals alone — that I am not going to be attacked by wild animals. Now I’m not afraid to
take the cattle into the bush anymore.”

feel better to be out here with them. When I was at school I
used to worry about my animals while I was in class. Other
people were looking aer them and I kept thinking maybe
they weren’t watching them properly. I worried that they
might get lost or eaten by wild animals. If they’re your own
animals you take better care of them. And that is really important because, as my mother keeps telling me, these animals belong to me.” Badasa smiles. “And just because I’m not
in school anymore doesn’t mean I’m not learning a lot of important things.”
Mature far beyond his years — even for a Borana child —
Badasa says that while he’s out with the cattle he spends a lot
of time thinking. “Lately I have been thinking about how
when I get married and have children, they will take over my
responsibilities,” he says. “I’ve decided I want to have five
children: the first I will send to school, the second will look
aer my cattle, the third will look aer my camels, the fourth
will look aer my goats and the fih will be a girl who will
help her mother in the house.”
“I also think about my mother. She doesn’t have a man she
can always rely on for help. She has to do the work of both a
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man and a woman. She’s the most hard-working person I’ve
ever seen. Some days aer she’s been working all day I see
her there bent over sweeping the house, and then she stands
up like this, puts her hand on her back and says “Ahhh.”
When she does that I feel it. I really do. ”
“When I am out I also think about my father. People respect him. He’s a good man and he’s clever. People always say
I’m smart, like him. In the future I want to be somebody.
Dido is a community animal health worker. Maybe I will be a
vet, so I can help people’s animals when they get sick. Or
maybe I will be a doctor so that people in this area no longer
have to travel so far to the doctors in town and beg them for
help.”
“But to do those things I need to go to school. It would be
good if we had a school here in the village again. I couldn’t go
in the day because I would be out with our cattle, but I could
go in the evening.”
As we’ve been speaking, the cattle have continued moving
through the bush. ey never stop for any length of time.
Badasa turns and, realizing how far ahead they’ve gotten,
gives a loud whistle as he runs oﬀ aer them.

The rangeland: managing our resources
The Borana live in the drylands. In this environment scattered and unpredictable rains limit

the amount of pasture and water.

To make the best use of what the rangeland has to offer, a pastoralist needs a variety of
different animals and the freedom to move quickly and easily to the rangeland’s resources.
This is why the rangeland is common land. Traditionally, the

land and its resources — water, pasture, etc — are not owned by
anyone, but are held in common so that everyone in the clan can
access them freely.

Natural resources are managed in a highly organized system

embedded in the Borana’s indigenous customary institution, the

Gadaa, which has governed every aspect of Borana social, cultural,
economic and political life for centuries.

The Gadaa extends from its highest authority, the Abba Gadaa,

through his advisors (from each of the clans), to successive levels of representatives and

officials, and finally including each and every Borana man, woman and child. At the local

level, the Abba Olla leads the village, resolves disputes and coordinates mutual support
within the village. The next level of administration, the Jaarsa Reera, is made of elders

representing two or more neighboring villages that share water and pasture. Reera elders

resolve disputes and regulate settlement, enclosures, farming, watering routes and mineral
lick sites. The Jaarsa Dheeda is the council of elders responsible
for ensuring the equitable and responsible use of natural

resources within the next larger area, the dheeda or grazing

area. The Borana recognize that to act from self-interest

threatens everyone’s survival. Punishments for the misuse of

natural resources are severe, and can include slaughtering some

of the offender’s cattle or barring his access to the well.

authority
Retired Hayyu Duba Nura: The Hayyu is the final
ement
for resolving disputes involving natural resource manag
and the settlement of the rangeland.
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The rangeland: movement is essential

grain store

Galgalo’s house

Among the rules of the rangeland, some of the most
important concern mobility. Pastoralists move for

a variety of reasons. The ability to pick up and move
yourself and your animals is an important strategy

for coping with disease, drought and conflict. Move-

ment also brings access to markets, and most of all,
access to pasture and water for your animals.

Previously the Borana lived in mobile communities where both people and animals moved.

Today a large number of Borana live in semi-permanent villages (ollas) that shift less
frequently. Mobility is not on the same scale, but it is still a necessity.

Allowing all of the olla’s animals to graze in the same pastures throughout the year would

result in overgrazing. Under the management of Borana elders, pastures are split into areas

that are used in the wet season and areas used in the dry season. This gives the pasture in
each area time to re-grow.

Borana customary law also dictates that, because the pasture around the olla cannot

support all of a household’s animals, each household must split its animals into two
herds, each of which has its own seasonal grazing areas:

1. A core ‘wara’ herd made up primarily of ‘wet’ (lactating) camels, cows and their calves,
and shoats. These less hardy animals graze nearer to the olla and come back home every

night. They provide milk for the children and the elderly in the olla, for whom it would be
difficult to move all the time.

2. A satellite ‘fora’ herd made up of cattle and/or camels, most of which are dry (not

currently lactating). These stronger animals and their herders remain at a distance from the
olla, where they can access better pastures.

The elders also set aside places where people may settle, and places — like important

grazing areas — where they may not. The strict enforcement of rules about mobility has

allowed Borana communities to survive here for many generations.
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Galgalo Gufu hosts a coffee ceremony for the olla in his cattle
enclosure. Central to today’s ceremony is a blessing for those of
his cattle that will be moved to join his outlying fora herd.
Galgalo’s wife, Loko, fries the coffee beans in ghee and mixes
them with milk, while his daughter, Adi, anoints with ghee the
backs of those cattle that will be traveling out. Galgalo offers a
prayer as the cup of buna kala is passed from one neighbor to
the next.

Let the livestock travel in peace
Let the herder travel in peace
Keep our animals healthy
All: Nagaya — peace
Give us rain to fill our ponds and wells
Make our grazing areas fertile and peaceful
Make the seasons good and peaceful
All: Nagaya — peace
Give us health and prosperity
Let us increase the size of our herds
Let the crops grow well
All: Nagaya — peace
Give our earth and environment peace
Make the night and day peaceful
Make our olla peaceful
All: Nagaya — peace
We are people of Hasane
We are Gamiyu people
We speak words of peace
All: Nagaya — peace
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Sora Dido, 12

In a pastoralist family everyone must contribute to the family’s livelihood. Men’s work includes a weekly commute between home and fora, care for the animals, negotiating with
other communities for access to grazing, and working in the well. Women look after the
home and family. This means that the person who must stay out with the fora herd, far
from the olla, is usually a child. Here, the skills in livestock care and the knowledge of
the rangeland they have acquired thus far become essential: they are now responsible for
safeguarding a large part of the family’s assets on their own. While they are with the fora
herd, children continue to gain the expertise they need to become successful pastoralists.

“i look After our FORA herd with my cousin, Ad. We
have about 20 camels in that herd. Our job is to take care of
them and make sure they get good food and water.
“Right now we’re staying about five hours walk from my
father’s olla in a temporary village with others who are looking aer their fora herds. Most of them are around our age.
Only one of the boys is older — he’s 17. We live mostly on the
milk from a couple of the camels — usually we don’t need
any other food. And we construct our shelter out of branches.
“I’ve been doing this since I was nine. It’s fine — the only
time I don’t like it is at night. I’m scared to be on my own, so
Adi shares a shelter with me. ere is an olla nearby we can
go to if there are any problems.
“Before I started looking aer the fora herd I went to
school in our olla with Liban and Badasa. But it was only
aer I came here that I learned to count — some of the other
children taught me while we were out with the animals. ey
have also taught me a lot of other useful things: the importance of good browse for the camels and how to find it, how
to control ticks and worms in the animals, which routes to
take to keep the camels safe, and how to protect them — and
myself — from snakes, hyenas and other wild animals.
“e fora is a good place for the camels. Because they can
go without water for a long time, we can move far away from
the well, which means they can find better fodder and more
of it. It is also a good place for me. I’ve learned a lot, but I
don’t like being here for a long time. I miss school — and
home.”
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Adi Huqa, 13

Both boys and girls look after their families’ fora herds. Girls look after the animals and
learn all of the skills the boys learn. In addition to herding, while with the satellite herd,
girls draw on the training they have had in household management: they are now responsible
for constructing shelters and keeping them clean, collecting firewood, smoking the wooden
milk containers, churning butter, and cooking if the animals do not supply sufficient milk.
This is when the norms instilled in children from an early age towards the opposite sex
come into their own. Girls like Adi have already internalized the Borana proverb ‘the girl that
plays with boys is lost already’.

“i stArted stAying out with the FORA herd when I
was six years old. Now, like Sora, I stay here for a month or
two at a time and then I get to go home for a few days. We
oen see people from our family and our olla when we take
the animals to the well, or when they come to check on us or
to move the pregnant animals back home to join the wara
herd. But I would prefer to be at home.
“ere are plenty of other girls here. Most of us live with
someone from our family. e boys and the girls do almost
the same work, but we don’t mix.We both look aer the animals and we all sing and play when there’s time, but we do it
separately. If the boys come and try to join us we beat them
until they go away.
“I have never been to school, but I have learned many
things: my mother taught me which wood to use to make a
fire and how to smoke the milking pots. Out here I am learning about the animals and the rangeland, skills like how to
recognize good pasture. People used to have to show me
where to take the animals, but now, because I do it every day,
I can tell the quality of the pasture just by looking — by the
size of the grass, its color and how it moves when the wind
comes; nothing moves in a poor pasture area. I can also judge
whether an area has the right vegetation. Animals don’t eat
just anything.
“I’ll probably be here for another three years and then I’ll
go home and help my mother and they will send one of my
brothers or sisters to take my place. Will I miss it here?
Maybe, but I think I will be happy just to work in the house.”
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How to play Kitii

2

1
Both players begin with the
same number of dry camel
dung balls. Player one gathers up all the balls in his
hands and throws them out.

He shoots (any) ball to hit
another ball one by one
until:
a. He has hit them all
without missing. In which
case he gets one point for
every ball he has collected
and starts over by throwing
the balls out, or...
b. His turn is over. This
happens when, he shoots
and misses or when he
shoots a ball and it makes
contact with two or more
balls in the same shot.
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3
If the first player’s turn
is over, and there are still
balls remaining, the second
player may try to steal. He
lines up a ball and shoots
at one of the remaining
balls. If he hits his target
he may take up the first
player’s turn, hitting and
collecting the remaining
balls one by one.

4

The second player will keep playing, and earning points until he clears the arena or
he mis-shoots and then the first player takes over again. When all the balls have
finally been captured, the game is over. The player with the most dung wins.
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Liban Dido, 14

At around 15 a boy becomes a man. Over the next few years he will start to do many of
the jobs men do: work in the well, build livestock enclosures, look after the animals.... It
is during this time that his parents come to recognize what kind of person their child will
be. Will he be responsible enough to marry? Should he be a fighter or should he study to
be a leader? Through practical assistance and advice, his parents and others in the community will advise him, encourage him and help him to develop his talents. It is also time
to learn more about the rights and obligations attached to using the rangeland, the well,
and other natural resources — some concern clan affiliation and others ensure sustainable
use. Like everywhere, boys of this age are also becoming interested in girls. Boys Liban’s
age must know their place in a complex structure of clans, moieties, parties and age sets,
so that they know who they are allowed to marry, and who they are not.
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before the goAt is slAughtered — a rare treat in
honor of the family’s guests — Dido prays: “Give us peace,
show us the way.”
“Show us the way to life. Let us grow up well,” the children
reply. Dido then dips a knife in the blood of the animal’s
open throat and holds it to each of the boys’ foreheads, saying, “Be strong. Be strong.”
As Dido and Qaballee’s oldest child, Liban will need to be
strong. When Dido is no longer able, it will be Liban who is
responsible for making sure his family and all of its wealth
are taken care of. Yet, unlike many oldest sons, Liban is not
currently on the traditional path that educates him to become a pastoralist — to work alongside and eventually take
over from his father.
Now that he is at school in the town of Hadhessa — 26 km
away — Liban only has real responsibility for the animals
during school breaks and on those weekends when he
chooses to walk home.
Dido and Qaballee want Liban to finish secondary school
and go on to become a doctor. Even so, they would prefer it if
Liban also had the opportunity to continue his ‘Borana education’. “If the children are living with us and attending
classes in the olla,” Dido explains, “then we have the opportunity to educate them in our culture and tradition. But if they
go away for school they may not be able to complete this part
of their education. ey will not understand this setting well.
ey may know theoretically about herding and tradition,
but not practically. is is our reservation.”
Liban confirms that even now, just a year aer he started
school in Hadhessa, he feels there is a diﬀerence between
himself and his siblings. “My brothers and sisters know a lot

more about animals than I do. And they are stronger than I
am. I don’t think I could go out herding the whole day like
they do anymore. But I don’t mind. I am learning to do
things they can’t do: I can read and write.
“I’ve been in school since I was 10. Before the school in
the olla closed, I used to go to the school in the morning and
help with the animals in the aernoon. Now I live in Hadhessa with my mother’s sister and go to school all the time.
“I’m in Grade 3. We study science, English, the Oromo
language and math. Our teacher also talks to us about how
important it is to wash your face every morning, clean under
your fingernails and wash your hands before you eat. Even
though all of the children come from a pastoralist background, we don’t talk much about pastoralist life in any of
our lessons.
“I am still learning some things about animals while I am
away from home. My aunt has a few shoats and I help her
with them when I’m not studying.
“It would be good if one person could know both things:
how to read and write and how to look aer animals. Both
are valuable, but it’s diﬃcult because being good at either one
takes a lot of time.
“I like school. I’m happy that I get to go, but I’m also sad
that Badasa and the others don’t have this opportunity. If
they were in school there wouldn’t be enough help at home.
“ere are also advantages to going to school. If you do
well you can work for money. I don’t think I want to be a
doctor, but I would like to work for one of the development
organizations that work in this area. Will I still own animals?
Of course. You can sell them. How else do you pay for things
like school?”
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Animals: how to ‘cheat a camel’
Tethered in a clearing behind the olla, the camel is restless. The dark stain down the back

of its legs is a bad sign. Eleven months into a 12-month pregnancy, Dido’s camel is about to
lose its calf. But as Liban, who is home for the weekend, learns — there are ways to

‘cheat a camel’.

Liban ties the camel’s leg and make her
lie down so she can’t kick the calf.

ind the
The surrogate is dragged beh
pregnant mother.
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a
Tying up the surrogate:
calf from another camel
will become this camel’s
‘new’ calf.

Dido drags the dead foetus away
into the bushes (the hyenas will
eat it later).

As the dead calf is
pulled from its
mother, the placenta
is pulled onto the
surrogate and rubbed
on it until it absorbs
the smell.

The surrogate calf is pulled around to where its new ‘mother’
can inspect it. She sniffs at it and makes a low deep growl. She
has accepted it. The calf will be alone with its new mother for
eight days, after which it will have learned to nurse exclusively
from her, ensuring a continued supply of milk. “Cheating animals
in this way is simple,” Dido says. “We do it all the time.”
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With days that vary little in length here near the equator, the Borana look to the
position of the moon as it rises in conjunction with a number of important stars
and groupings of stars, to mark out a complex calendar. The calendar charts the
progression of the seasons, and indicates the timing of important traditional rituals.
Each season (Ganna, Adolesa, Hagaya and Bona) has its own particular features in
terms of humidity, cloud condition, wind, vegetation quality, soil, and the availability
of food for both humans and animals. Within each season, each month has its own
distinguishing characteristics, including a predictable cycle of rituals and traditional
practices that include name-giving ceremonies, marriage and mobility. Dido points to
the grouping of seven stars known as the Pleiades — here called Buusan — which, in
a particular position, marks the end of the rainy season. When another pair of stars
takes its place in the heavens, it marks the end of the dry season. “This is far too
complicated for young children,” Dido says. “We don’t start teaching them about these
things until they are about 16.”
In addition to learning about the stars, teens — locally known as hariya —gather
at night for ‘further education’ in the form of stories, games, jokes and songs. A game
called Bino-bineetti teaches them about taboo meat. They learn counting in a game
known as Gororriin goromumaa agam dhalte. As a group they also visit prominent
elders (Jaarsa-Gorsa) who teach them about traditional culture, laws, ethics and
moral principles.

Home and school: Dhaki chopping firewood and
looking in on the goats with Konso (left), and (below,
Dhaki is on the left) at school in Negelle with a friend.
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Dhaki Guracha, 14

Traditionally, a Borana girl of 14 works closely with her mother in and around the home,
learning to be a good wife, mother, housekeeper and livestock manager at the homestead.
She milks the animals, helps to cook, collects water and firewood, and learns the skills
she will need for the day when she will manage her married home. This knowledge has a
depth of its own. For example, not every type of wood is good for a fire. Some woods
smoke and some are good for charcoal because they burn hot and slow. Girls whose
mothers perform well in these areas are considered more attractive marriage partners.
There is a Borana proverb that advises any man looking for a wife to look critically at her
mother — it is she who sets the standard for her daughter. Watching her daughter over
time, a mother assesses whether she is ready for marriage. Borana girls typically marry at
between 12 and 18 years of age. Much older than this and an unmarried girl is likely to draw
negative labels about her failure to attract a husband.

more And more children go to school, and Konso’s
daughter, Dhaki, is one of them. For Borana girls, even more
so than boys, formal education is likely to take them on a
path that is very diﬀerent from the one walked by their peers
in the olla.
“Right now, I’m in grade six in Negelle, 82 km from home.
Negelle is a big town, but I like living here. I don’t want to go
back to live in the olla. I have a diﬀerent lifestyle now and
when I finish school — I want to get my high school diploma
and maybe even a college degree — I’ll look for a job. I want
to be a government employee earning a salary — maybe a
teacher — so I can help my family with the hardships they
face and help my community with their education. Only then
will I think about getting married.
“I le for school when I was nine. Before that my mother
taught me how to clean the house, collect the firewood, fetch
the water, smoke the milk containers, milk the cows and how
to make yogurt/sour milk. I also started learning about goats
and camels and cattle herding. ose are all good skills, but I
won’t really need them because I don’t want to go back to
pastoralism — and when I have children of my own I will
send them to school. Of course I’ll take them to visit the olla,
and I’ll teach them about Borana culture, but I won’t send

them to do the things I was doing before I joined school. I
want them to have an easier life. at’s why my mother sent
me to school and I want the same for my own children.
“e pastoralists in my family make me proud, but it is a
diﬃcult life. I still want to have animals one day, but I won’t
live in an olla. I will live in town and have a job. Maybe
Badasa will take care of my livestock for me or I’ll hire someone else to look aer them. I love animals. More than that, I
will count on them to provide me with extra income. And if I
ever lose my job I will always have that to fall back on.
“I have no regrets at all about being here and living this
diﬀerent life — except that I am sorry my brother can’t go to
school. Badasa is much smarter and more mature than the
other kids in the village. But there are only three children in
our family. My older sister is married and I’m at school. We
have sheep and goats and cattle. ey are our only wealth.
My mother is too busy to look aer the animals. at leaves
Badasa. If he went to school there would be no one le to
look aer them.
“Pastoralism isn’t something I’m ashamed of. Even though
I am educated, I still know our traditions, and I will follow
them. is is who I am. Wherever I live and whatever work I
do I will always be Borana.”
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Loko Boru, 20

By the time a girl marries she has acquired not only some skills in household management,
but also some understanding about how to look after a husband and get along with his
family: be patient and polite, and do not spend time away from the homestead so that you
may serve your husband whenever he returns home. In getting married a young woman undergoes a social transformation. Superficially, the new role is manifest in her clothing,
hair style and makeup, but it goes far deeper. Once married, the girl takes on her husband’s
clan affiliation, becoming responsible for the members of her new clan. She must treat
them with respect and offer them hospitality. The way her own parents and siblings treat
her will change. She joins her husband’s family and uses his name as her second name,
rather than her father’s. After marriage, the couple will live near the husband’s family,
where the young wife will remain under the close supervision of her mother-in-law, receiving further instruction in how to be a good housekeeper, mother and wife.

“don’ t sit there loko, there’s a dra. Move over there.
Keep the baby warm. Wrap him up. No, not like that. Here,
let me show you. Just give me the baby. I’ll put him to bed.” It
seems mothers-in-law are the same the world over.
“As a girl, I never had the chance to go to school. I stayed
with my mother and learned how to manage the house so
that I would be a good wife,” Loko says. “But here they do
things a little diﬀerently.” Loko has been married to Boru for
three years. ey live next to his father, Galgalo, and mother,
who is also called Loko. In that time the young bride has
learned how his family does things. “My mother-in-law has
been teaching me,” she says. “Because my husband is her son,
she knows how to do things to please him and wants me to
learn to do the same.”
As she grows older, like her mother-in-law, Loko, will one
day play an important role in orchestrating the harmony
within her extended family. But for now, she must follow her
mother-in-law’s guidance, and orders — even when she intervenes directly in any quarrels that may arise between the
young couple.
e advice and guidance are not entirely one-sided. “For
example, a husband should not beat his wife,” the older Loko
says. “If my daughter-in-law does something wrong I advise
my son not to confront her directly, but to tell me so that I
can talk with her. If she doesn’t listen and continues in her
ways, then he can beat her — but only with something that
won’t hurt her.”
We ask the younger Loko what qualities make for a good
wife. “A good wife makes the care of her husband and her
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children her first priority,” she says. “She makes sure the
house is organized and clean, and manages the household
food — storing it properly, feeding the family well, and making sure it doesn’t get used up too quickly.”
“What about a good husband?”
“A good husband provides and cares for his wife. He buys
her clothes and takes her to the clinic if she’s sick.”
Her mother-in-law returns and sits down beside Loko.
“Whether men and women live up to these expectations all
depends on the advice you are given — and your nature,” the
older woman says. “at is something that is true for both
men and women.”
Despite their diﬀerent roles in the household, husbands
and wives make many of the decisions together. “We live together so we understand what we need,” Loko says. “I wish I
knew how to read and write and do basic math like Boru. I
think education may make certain decisions easier. If the
school starts up again in the village maybe I will be able to
take night classes.
“But education is not only about going to school. A lot of
what we learn comes through the advice of Boru’s parents.
We always sit with them to discuss any major decisions:
which animals to slaughter, which to sell, and how to spend
the money. is kind of day-to-day education is also important.”
“Right Loko,” the older woman says, “now it is time for you
to rest.” Dutifully, Loko stands, smiles and walks to her bed at
the back of the house. Whatever your culture or level of education, there is no arguing with your mother-in-law.

Home
sharanki
curtain

guntina
women’s
traditional
dress

gadi

leather straps
used to hobble
cows while milking

mashi

wooden rake

dambishi

purse “...for when
I go to Negelle.”

Traditional Borana houses, like Konso’s,
consist of a front room (bada) for

guests and a private room at the back
(dinga) for the family. As Borana

pastoralists have become less mobile,

many, like Dido and Qaballee, have built

more permanent houses that retain the

traditional two-room plan, but are made
of wood plastered with mud.
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gorfa

saqa

beaded bracelet
with bells
worn in first
son’s naming
ceremony

shalki
blanket

milk container
made of woven
bark; “I made
this one 21
years ago and
still use it
today.”

afa
mirga

parents’
bed

buggee

gourd with
butter for
hair and skin

golla

leather skin
used to cover
valuable items
and as a blanket
in the cold

sabo
pillow

soror

milk container
made of wood;
this kind is
made by men

funo

thick rope made of
food sacks; below
it is one made of
camel skin

agogo
hair net

mano

Konso’s house
afa bita

children’s bed — currently stacked
with sacks containing maize, wheat,
sugar, rice, tea and salt

underneath this is a hole
in which a variety of barks
are kept. Konso makes a
fire, lays skins and
clothes over the mano and
smokes them. Afterwards
she smokes herself: “We
wash with water, but this
is so I smell good.”

baldi

bucket — “We
put water and
yeast in it when
we’re making
bread.”

‘Adee’

Konso’s threemonth-old goat,
Adee, was a gift
from her brother.
It is her constant
companion.
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“According to tradition, I don’t own these
animals as long as my father is alive. They
belong to him. He guides me in learning how to
manage them so that one day I will be able to
manage them for the well-being of the family.”
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Boru Galgalo, 20

By the age of 20 a boy has become a man and, if his parents feel he is sufficiently mature,
he may even be married. At this age a young man is advised by his father, who imparts his
considerable experience in the management of livestock and the homestead, and sanctions all
important decisions. This is the time when a select few young men begin to build on the
foundation of their place in the Gadaa — the indigenous customary institution that governs
every aspect of Borana life. For those selected for Gadaa leadership, this is the age at
which they will attend a special camp to participate in sports, music, herding and hunting
by day, and learn customary law by night. Their counterparts, who remain in the thousands
of ollas scattered throughout Borana, are also building on the foundations they have laid,
continuing to deepen their learning by listening to their elders and stepping into the world of
obligations and responsibilities.

“before i felt like A free mAn, but not anymore,” Boru
says. Married three years ago, Boru and Loko have just had
their first child. “Now I have to do everything for the wellbeing of my family: feed them, clothe them, take care of the
house. I also have to continue to learn how to manage the animals and earn additional income from other sources, like
farming and trade. Fortunately, my father is still here to help
me with all of this. It is our custom that a boy who has a father doesn’t do things by himself — he consults his father. I
learn a lot this way. But I also learned a lot when I was in
school — and oen this makes me question things — sometimes even my father’s advice.”
Boru attended school 26 km away in Hadhessa. He had
completed grade six when he returned home to live in the
olla. Boru has far more education than most in Deressa. Few
in his father’s generation attended formal school, and even in
his own generation he in the minority. A sixth grade education is not the basis for a good job—the kind that will support a family. However, it has allowed him to weave together,
in a unique way, his two diﬀerent educational backgrounds.
“Before I le for school I had learned some traditional
things about pastoralism. At school, aer I learned to write, I
decided to put them in a notebook that would be a record of
what I have learned about our culture and about pastoralism.
“Since I’ve come back home I have learned so much more
about animals and the rangeland. I have also started to gain
the experience I need in order to use what I know, and I continue to learn about Borana culture, the Gadaa system and
our traditions from people and also from books. If you don’t
know how to read and write then the only way you can ex-

change ideas is verbally — which limits how much you can
broaden your knowledge. Whatever I learn, I keep adding it
to my book.
“I want to contribute more to my community when I have
enough experience. For now, I go to community meetings
with my father and the other elders, and even though I have
been to school, I don’t speak at these meetings. It’s not time
yet. While my father is alive, I am supposed to watch, listen
and learn. en my father and I discuss what was said later,
when we are at home.
“I am glad I went to school. I’m more aware of the benefits
of education than many people are. at’s why, when my twin
brothers get older, I want to be sure they go to school. With
enough education there’s a chance that they can get a job and
earn money, and with that money buy assets for the family
other than just livestock. And if they decide they want to stay
in pastoralism, then like me, they can use their education here.
“My education has helped me to know the language of the
government (Amharic). I can read oﬃcial letters, listen to the
radio and bring information to my community. I can also
clarify for them whatever they don’t understand. Having been
to school means I know about diﬀerent government and nongovernment oﬃces, so if there is anything people here need to
know or to sort out, I know where to go and who to talk to.
ese are things even my father doesn’t know.
“I am proud of my culture, especially now that I am learning so much more about it. I will continue to learn and to
write about what I learn in the future. ings are changing. I
want to preserve what I have learned so that one day I can
share it with my children, and maybe even the outside world.”
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People: waiting to speak
Borana community meetings are held out of doors under the shade of a tree. If a meeting

is held inside what is discussed can be secret, whereas sitting ‘in the shade’ ensures the

meetings are open to all. For the Borana, decisions and agreements — at all levels — are only

binding if they are made outside, where everyone can come and listen to what is being said.
However, while everyone can listen, not everyone should speak.

In Borana, custom dictates that it is the men who discuss and decide ‘in the shade’;

women do not. And among the men, it is only the older men and the elders who participate

in the discussions. The young men come not to talk, but to sit and listen — to learn not

only from what is said, but from how it is said. Most will attend for 10-20 years before
they ever speak. It is not laws that prohibit them from speaking. It is just understood

that until you are 30 or 40 years old, no matter who you are, you will not contribute.

This is about more than just respect for age. In Borana culture, if someone raises his
hand to speak, whatever his age, everyone must give him their full attention. If someone

puts up his hand to speak, people will listen closely to what he has to say and expect to

hear something wise. A mistake in the ‘shade’ may not only damage his confidence, but also
his future reputation. This is why, if he is going to speak, a man should be mature with

plenty of life experience. Most young men don’t have enough of either to look into things

deeply. They are seen as quick to judge and are less reasoned than their elders, who listen

carefully to what others have to say, and work to understand the situation from all sides.
Borana boys now learn something different when they go to school, where at just 10 or 11
years of age a boy learns to raise his hand to speak. In his twenties, having completed a
formal education, that same boy can become a government official who speaks in the

shade. Not only are the elders forced to listen, often they must adhere to the decisions
of these young men, who, despite being Borana, may know little about the traditional

systems and way of life. And yet, the rules are still the same: If he makes a mistake in
the shade, the young man’s confidence and reputation may be damaged. Still, the

government pressures young Borana government officials to speak. The traditional system

of listening in the shade for many years before one speaks has been damaged. The mixture
of curriculums — the traditional Borana education and the newer state system — has
resulted in tension.
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Konfi of the well: Kiya stands in the
mouth of the well he founded. His is
one of 15 wells belonging to different
clans that are situated in a small rocky
outcropping several kilometers walk
from Deressa.
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Kiya Godana, 29

By the time a man nears his thirties his position in the community is more fixed. His role
is recognized by his family and by others in the community: a strong man is expected to
contribute to the community; a fighter is expected to hunt and protect the olla; those
selected as future leaders will have begun to study and prepare. Not all roles point to
strengths: the ladies’ man may be known for causing trouble, and the weak man for always
needing assistance. At this age a man is responsible for supporting his family — keeping
livestock and managing the family’s property — but still with his father’s advice (if he is
alive). This is also the time when a Borana man is expected to gain a deeper understanding
of the traditional systems which govern Borana society and the management of natural resources. Despite his greater responsibility in the world around him, tradition dictates that
‘in the shade’, while his father lives, a son is still waiting to speak.

like mAny young borAnA men these days, Kiya Godana has one foot planted firmly in the Borana world and
another in the outside world. Far from leaning towards either
one, he recognizes the value of both, and sees promise in new
ways of marrying the traditional and the ‘modern’.
“As a Borana I know exactly what I am supposed to be
doing at this stage in my life,” Kiya says. “Listening. According to tradition this is the time when I should be studying the
traditional way to administer people and resources. I should
be sitting at the meetings in the shade, listening to the elders,
observing how discussions are undertaken, and decisions
made — but not yet have a say.
“However, a lot has changed since my grandfather’s generation. ese days the elders no longer have the shade to
themselves; it is shared with the government.
“I should know because I’m a government oﬃcial. I am
vice-chair of my olla. It is my responsibility to make sure
everything is going right in the village and to answer to the
government. Because the law is with me, people listen to me
— more than they listen to the elders — even though I am
only 29. I sit in the shade. I talk more than the elders. I can
influence them and even take some decisions on my own and
then enforce them.
“On the other hand, I respect the traditional system because I grew up in it. I can understand why the elders don’t
like the younger generation holding positions of authority. It
started when the Derg came to power in 1974. ey gave positions of authority to young people. ese young people
could make or break you; they could take decisions and, if
they wanted to, they could even have you put in jail. Now the

older people complain that those youngsters destroyed the
whole system. But I don’t blame them. It wasn’t done willfully. ey were less experienced and their knowledge of the
traditional system was limited — which is exactly why our
traditional system is the way that it is. It is about giving you
experience, understanding and maturity.
“But there is also a government structure, and I can’t ignore it. I have to follow those rules and regulations. However,
as I see it, there’s room for the two systems to work together.
Over the last two years, there has been a project in this area
whereby the government has started to reinstate the role of
the elders. Now they encourage the Borana to take their cases
to the elders for arbitration instead of running to the government courts.
“rough this project, the elders also have regular meetings among themselves and with government oﬃcials. Because of this project, things are better in pastoralism now
than they were even a year ago. ere is greater recognition
of our culture and customs, the way we solve problems and
manage the rangeland. ey are saying that we should make
the decisions, and they support them. ree years ago, almost
no one was coming to the elders – they would go first to the
kebele (local level government administration) with their
problems. Now, here in Liban, the kebele leaders refer to the
elders for solutions. is supports our way of life and the
means by which we pass it on. To learn from the elders,
young people must respect them — they need to see that they
are involved, that they have a voice and that it matters. So I
feel good about what is happening — because even though I
am a government oﬃcial, I am also a Borana.”
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Nearing the well, “Oyyyooooo” resonates from deep within the earth, punctuated by
the sloshing of bucket after bucket of water into the cement holding tank. The Borana
are known for their ‘singing wells’ in which a chain of men extend down into deep
wells. The rhythm of their songs matches the heaving and pulling up of water in
buckets, hand to hand, from one man to the next in a six man chain. The buckets are
passed up full and passed down empty at the same time, without ever missing a beat.
The song motivates the men who take it in turn to sing songs of praise to their
livestock and the hard-working individuals who own and manage them. Its verses
identify herds belonging to different individuals and families by their colour, and their
residential and grazing areas. The verses finished, the men chant “Eeyaas, Eeyaas,
Eeyaas...” speeding up the chain of buckets to keep time with the chorus.
A permanent water source and the manpower to bring the water to the surface are
essential to surviving the dry season in the drylands. Borana wells and their surrounds
are carefully managed: animals are moved far from the well area during the wet
season when there are ponds and puddles to drink from. This allows the well and the
pasture nearby time to recover before the animals return at the beginning of the next
dry season.
Typically, the men work from about 8 am to 3 pm when the well is in use. But in the
most critical times of the dry season they must work far longer to water the 1000-2000
animals that might come in a single day. “At these times we often have to work from
before the sun rises until after it sets,” says one young man working in the well. “We
rest only long enough to allow the [spring-fed] well time to refill.”
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A well song
The herd marched to Wayama Dima.
With the reddish clay soil.

The herd marched to Borbor Dheedha.
It grazed around Borbor Dheedha.

Hajji grazing zone is located in the center of Dheedha area.

The herd that quenched its thirst grazes around the village.
The herd marched to Afura Dida,
and past Afura Liwe.

It travelled to Maldida Bamba,

Passed Bamba Dalati to Kuyyera site.
The herd went to Dirra Dalacha.
The grey herd of Dima Tike

marched to Bamba Kalle grazing zone
and Dirra Dalacha.

The Grey herd of Dima Tike

then went on to Allole Kale.

Eeyaas...Eeyaas...Eeyaas...Eeyaas...Eeyaas...Eeyaas...
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up after his animals
Even the Abba Herega cleans

Dido brings a piece of fencing to
the well

Qaballee and others arrive at the well
to collect water for their families
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The rangeland: rules of the well
1. Each well belongs to a clan but anybody has the right to use the well. However, permis-

sion must be obtained from the ‘father of the watering order’, the Abba Herega. You may
have to wait, but he will slot you in.

2. Water is free. Tradition says if money is exchanged for water, the well will dry up.
3. The Abba Herega assigns certain days when each household may use the well. Households may only water their animals on assigned days. Newcomers may use the well as

guests, but if they are settling in the area they must make a more permanent arrangement
with the Abba Herega.

4. On their watering day, each household using the well must send an elder to help manage

the well, and another male family member to work in the well. Users are responsible for
the sanitation of the well — everyone must clear away the dung of his own animals and
immediately repair any damage to the trough caused by their animals.

5. There is a system of priority for watering: the Konfi’s herd and the Abba Herega’s herd
may move to the front of the queue, along with the women who have come to fetch

water for their households. Animals are watered according to their ability to withstand
thirst: calves, cattle, shoats and finally camels.

6. To ensure the cleanliness of the well, clothes may not be washed in the well or in the

trough. Permission to wash clothes depends on availability of water in relation to demand.

7. Everyone must bring one piece of fencing (thorny tree) to fence the well.
8. Some water must always be left in the trough at the end of the day for the wild animals,
so that they will not fall into the well while trying to get water and contaminate it.

9. The Abba Herega has the right to punish anyone who does not keep the rules. On the

first offense the offender must produce one of his animals to be slaughtered at the

well, and consumed by those who work there. If there is a second offense, he will be
barred access to the well.
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Dido looks over his herd in the morning
before sending them out. “You only
derive a benefit from your animals if you
take good care of them,” he says. When
feeding your family depends on your
livestock, concern for their health and
well-being is on a par with your own.
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Dido Duba, 38

As a man approaches 40 he’s leaving behind his more impulsive, active youth, and settling
into a calmer, more measured middle age. This does not mean his responsibilities decrease
— on the contrary, a man’s 40s and 50s are a time of action. “If you are not a ‘man of
solutions’ by the age of 40, you never will be,” says a Borana elder. A growing herd and a
growing family bring greater responsibilities. At the same time his community responsibilities increase. By this time in a man’s life it is likely that his father will have ‘retired’ or
died, leaving his son to assume his role. Elders are always there for guidance or advice, but
now he draws primarily on his own experience in making decisions. Having silently attended
the shade for years, he is finally ready to speak.

“there Are three mAjor things for me right now:
family, animals and community. My whole day — my whole
life — revolves around them. “When I get up the first thing I
do is go to the moona (enclosure) to check the animals. en
I wake everybody up. I ask Qaballee to make a fire and start
breakfast. en we all go out to do the milking. Aer breakfast I tell the children to get their water bottles and send them
out with the livestock. When they have gone, I usually have
coﬀee at someone’s house — the neighbors get together to exchange news of their animals and to discuss things that are
going on in the community.
“At my age a pastoralist has knowledge and experience.
When you are younger you may know many things, but only
experience makes you skilled enough to apply that knowledge successfully to diﬀerent situations. For example, as the
Abba Wara (head of the family) and Abba Olla (head of this
village), I work with the other Abba Ollas and those in my
own olla to ensure all of the fora herds are moved to the right
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grazing areas at the right time, balancing the animals’ needs
with available pasture, water, and weather.
“But age brings more than just knowledge and experience,
it brings a deeper understanding of all the things I have been
learning up to this point. For example, when I was young I
simply learned how to look aer the cattle and shoats — to
take them out to pasture and water and so on. But at that time
I didn’t really understand why I looked aer them — their
importance in a wider sense to my family and my community. Now that I am older I understand this. I feel it. Looking
at them now I understand my responsibility — how much is
dependent on taking care of them properly. I understand that
I have to think carefully about the future. ere may be water
today, but what about tomorrow? And as I stand among my
animals looking at their condition, I think about how strong
they would be in a drought, and about what steps I can take
to make sure they are as strong as possible. ese animals
take care of us. ey are our wealth — and our future.

When an important
guest visits a
Borana home, an
animal — usually
a goat — is
slaughtered.

Before the butchering, Dido slices off the skin from
the goat’s fetlocks, leg by leg and makes a slit in the top of them
. Visitors extend
their wrists to receive this bracelet, known as a
meedicha. The
meedicha is a symbol of respect accorded to guest
s, but it is also
important as an advertisement to the community
that says ‘Dido was a
good host. He killed a goat for his visitors.’ The
importance of this
is not to be underestimated. Dido says, ‘the first
question people will
ask me when I show up at the well in the morn
ing is ‘You had
guests in your home last night. Have you shown
them respect?’”

During butchering, Dido removes the stomach and internal organs
— some of which will be
cooked and eaten. The intestines are placed to one side. While
Dido threads the meat onto
sticks and roasts it beside the fire, a group of old men gather
round the intestines to divine what the future holds. They talk quietly — pointing to
black spots, pulling pieces this
way and that, tracing the trajectory of the veins: the future
holds several local deaths,
drought, and limited mobility.

“We say a good Borana man has three qualities: the
first is cleverness (karo). He should be someone who
settles disputes, gives good advice and ideas, and leads
the people. The second is heroism (janna). This means
he is someone who will deal with enemies, local or
foreign, many or few. And the third is generosity (tolla).
He should respect guests and elders, assist the community and help those in need. These are the qualities
that guide my actions. Every day I try to live up to
them — and to pass them on to my sons. They need to
know their culture and if I should die they need to
know how to live.”

“Community is central to our way of life. Our children
must grow up knowing this because our survival and wellbeing depends on everyone acting from the same understanding. For example, as a pastoralist you move your
animals so that the whole community can survive. It means a
lot of work for your family, but if we don’t all do this the entire community suﬀers. If in the wet season people do not
move their animals from the dry season grazing area, there
won’t be enough time for the pasture to recover so that it can
support them in the next dry season.
“ere are many ways a Borana man contributes to his
community. Ever since I was a young man I’ve worked in the
wells. Fieen years ago, when there weren’t enough wells in
the area for all the people and all the livestock, I dug a well by
hand. Several years ago I was trained as a Community Animal Health Worker. Here in my olla I use what I know to take
better care of my own livestock, and to help others in the
community to understand what I am doing and follow my
example. I also help people to vaccinate their animals or if
there is a problem with an animal — whether here or in another olla — I go to help.
“Over time I have also come to understand more about
many of the customs which bind our community together,
like Busa Gonofa. Busa Gonofa requires clan members to
come together to give animals to those who have lost theirs
to conflict, disease, drought and other disasters. On one level

it is simply good to help others and to know that you will receive the same help whenever you are in need, but now I can
also see that it plays a much wider role in keeping our society
in harmony. By redistributing the community’s wealth —
livestock — no one becomes too rich, no one too poor. It also
allows people to continue to live as pastoralists and to continue to live within our culture. is gives us an internal
strength that allows us to cope with the shocks that inevitably
come.
“We have strong customary institutions. We have the ties
which bind us together through marriage. We have rules and
regulations about the rangeland, and about social support.
And we have our culture. ese things allow us to live together and have allowed us to survive for centuries. But for
them to work, everyone must have the same feeling — that
you act for the well-being of the clan and community, not
just for yourself. ese are important values and obligations
that our children must learn from us. ey cannot learn
them at school.
“If the children live with their families and attend school
in the olla, then we have a chance to teach them our culture
and our way of life. But if they go away to school they may
not be able to complete this part of their education. ey will
not understand this setting well. For example, they may know
the theory behind herding and tradition, but not the practicalities of this life. is is our concern.”
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People: community values
Drought, conflict, disease — at some point every pastoralist will lose some or all of

their animals to one or more of these. This is why the Borana have Busa Gonofa (busa

means contribution and gonofa refers to ways of helping, mainly by giving cattle) — a formal
system of obligations whereby clan members contribute animals and resources to those
who — through no fault of their own — have lost their animals.

The first concern when someone loses their animals is survival – so those around them

must give immediate support – it might be in animals or milk, food or cash. This happens

when a family loses animals in a disaster and, at other times, simply because they have no

livestock giving milk for a while. Busa Gonofa requires that everyone must be prepared to

help in this way, but Busa Gonofa is all about solving the long term problem too -

without animals a family would be forced to abandon their livelihood, their way of life and
their culture. It works like this:

The person who has lost their animals can ask their clan members for livestock –

this happens at a clan meeting in the presence of the clan leader. Many might come to the

meeting asking for help, not just after a big disaster, but also after a difficult dry season.
The elders examine each case and decide who is entitled to help and how many

animals they should receive. This depends on the number they have lost and the capacity of

the community to redistribute their remaining animals.

Most of the people who benefit will have lost animals to drought or cattle raiding.

There is also a strong obligation to help widowed women. For those who have lost their

animals due to mismanagement or to selling them for no good reason, there will be little or
no help.

All members of the clan have an obligation to contribute animals to those who are

without. Which people must give animals and how many is a decision taken by the clan

members together - the wealthiest give first and most . People who refuse to contribute

are punished, but this is rare because everyone has the same feeling – sharing and
sacrificing to look after your clan members is part of Borana culture.
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But Busa Gonofa is more than just an insurance system. It is one of the binding laws

which keeps Borana society in harmony. It helps promote greater equality and it gives us

internal strength. We don’t have to look outside our communities for help with every

difficulty. We help one another.

Because of Busa Gonofa, the wealth of the community is continually redistributed and
those in trouble can survive – so we also use the words busa and gonofa to describe
covering a milk container with skin - to strengthen it and hold it together.

But times are changing. Frequent drought is putting a strain on the system. Previously

drought happened every eight to ten years; now it happens every two to three. People lose

many animals and no longer have time for their herds to recover before the next drought

hits. Now there are many more people who need help, and at the same time, people have

fewer animals to give.
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Konso Guracha, 48

Though Borana women have no role ‘in the shade’ — the meetings where community decisions are made and disputes are settled — as a woman matures, her role grows within her
extended family. Her accumulated wisdom means that she is consulted on serious issues,
and her voice is important in family decisions. She guides and advises her older sons, her
daughters-in-law and the younger children. All of this is particularly important if her husband is absent. As a symbol of unity for the wider family, she will also help to resolve
conflicts between its members. This reflects both the value placed on her experience and
insight and, in a wider context, the value afforded to keeping peace in the home. Pastoralist
communities survive by working together — at every level of society.

“being A pAstorAlist is more difficult for women
than it is for men,” Konso says. “e men only have one really diﬃcult thing: drawing water from the well for the animals. But for a woman there are many. She has to walk to the
well to fetch water, then come back and pound maize, prepare food for the family, sweep the house — all of this with
no rest, even when she’s pregnant. Men and women aren’t
equal in this culture. Women do more work. Of course the
women wish this was diﬀerent, but in general we don’t feel
upset about it — unless we have to do work the men are supposed to do. Being alone, I have to do a lot of that — and still
do all the women’s work too.
“Without a husband life is diﬃcult. For example, there’s
only me to walk the 82 kilometers to Negelle and back for
supplies, dig in the foundation for our home, build the cattle
enclosure.... ese are usually men’s jobs. e other women
in the village are proud of the work that I do. ey say, ‘Oh,
she’s so hardworking.’ But what else can I do? ere’s nobody
else who is going to do these things for me.
“Would I like to get married again? Absolutely not. I’m too
old and I can’t have children. Young men wouldn’t marry me
and I wouldn’t want to marry an older man who already had
another wife.” Konso, who le a diﬃcult marriage many years
ago, lives in Dido’s olla with their son Badasa, who is 12. Her
oldest daughter is married now and her 14-year-old daughter,

Dhaki is in school in Negelle. Dido is Badasa and Dhaki’s father, and he has his own family here with his wife, Qaballee.
e two families live comfortably alongside each other.
Konso explains how the families are intertwined even though
their household economies are separate. “I keep my own
livestock and so does Dido; we are independent, but we help
each other. One of Dido’s children sleeps here and eats in my
house and sometimes I eat in theirs. My problems are their
problems and their problems are mine.”
Whoever you are, surviving on your own as a pastoralist is
hard work. Konso grew up as a pastoralist and has the skills
she needs to manage her herd, but with Dhaki away at school
she has only Badasa to help her. eir herd is small but even
in the best of times, there is still plenty of work to be done.
And in today’s world, less land, a deteriorating rangeland,
more people, and more frequent drought can stretch pastoralist livelihoods to the limit.
A pastoralist education has never been about preparing
people for a life without change or hardship. On the contrary,
for pastoralists, survival has always been about adapting to a
changing and uncertain environment. Konso has met the
challenges by finding new and creative ways to make a living.
From providing food to students in Hadhessa through a
World Food Program funded project, to braiding hair, and
cooking and selling tea and cooked rice at the well, Konso
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Konso (at right) leads
the other women in
songs that celebrate
their cattle and their
children. The women
sing in time to their
clapping and to the
stomping of their feet
on a stiff cow hide.

has drawn on her pastoralist upbringing in seeking out opportunities and making the best of what is available.
Konso’s most recent venture is a further departure from
the life of a traditional pastoralist. “Two years ago I started
farming,” she says. “Before that I only knew about animals, so
farming was entirely new for me. I’ve done most of it on my
own, but Dido and some of the other men in the olla help
with the plowing. Now I grow maize and beans for us to eat.
It takes a lot of time, but since we don’t have many animals
we need to farm so that we have enough to eat.”
Badasa is proud of his mother. “My mother is a clever
woman. She only depends on herself. And she is the most
hardworking person I’ve ever seen. Like when she gets water
at the well — normally, women carry just one twenty liter
jerry can, but my mother always carries twenty liters on her
back and another ten liter can in her hands.”
Konso hopes for an easier life for her children, “I need
Badasa here with me, but I want Dhaki to stay in school.
ese days there are more girls here going to school than
boys. is is because traditionally daughters do not inherit
the family’s property [livestock]. It goes to the boys. At marriage a girl can bring her family a small dowry, but the only
way they can actually inherit property is if they have a
son.is is why it is better to send them to school.
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While she is at school Dhaki lives with her uncle’s family.
ough this helps to allay Konso’s concerns that Dhaki remains a virgin and does not get into a relationship with
someone who is outside the culture, she says she would send
her anyway: “For me, whatever happens, it is better to send
Dhaki to school so that she is equipped for the future, than to
have her stay here and look aer animals and do housework.
I know that the girls who are at school in town won’t be coming back to this life, and if they did, the men here wouldn’t
want to marry them. ey’re not as hardy as the ones who
have stayed here, but if I had wanted Dhaki to stay here I
wouldn’t have sent her to school. I want her to stay there. I
want her to have an easier life. is work has always been
hard, but the diﬀerence is that now you have to work harder
for less animals, less milk and less meat. With drought and
disease it can happen that all of your animals die and you end
up in poverty.
“I think it is good that some pastoralists — especially
those who are educated — move to town. e rest of us can
stay here and look aer the animals.
But even if her children go to town, Konso says she’ll be
staying put. “You can’t survive in town if you are illiterate like
me,” she says, “and this may be a hard life, but it is the only
life I know.”

teaching Lashi to pound maize

making rope
smoking the milking pots

braiding hair

going to cook at the well
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Galgalo Gufu, 61

The community chooses older men to undertake much of the work dealing with the management of natural resources. Older men might manage the well, direct the maintenance of
ponds, advise on livestock management and mobility, and help to resolve any conflicts that
arise. However, sometime in their late 50s, most men begin to hand over these and other
tasks to the next generation while retaining an important role as advisors. Their wisdom and
wealth of experience are used in the service of maintaining social cohesion — in guiding
their community and families to resolve disputes and disagreements, in bringing peace, and in
promoting harmony and unity.

“i still hAve to do A lot of the work of a younger
man,” Galgalo says. “I have 15 children. e youngest are
twins — just three years old. I guess this keeps me young. I
take my turn working in the well and I continue to look aer
my animals. So long as I have the energy, I’ll keep doing all I
can.”
“I will hand things over — but not just yet. I have a big
love for my animals. I have spent my life building up what I
have. I won’t just hand this herd over to my children without
taking more time to guide them and teach them about how
to look aer it. Because they are still young — Boru, my oldest, is just 20 — they could be foolish or extravagant. ey
could sell the animals for luxuries, for girls, for other things
that would squander them, and then we’d have nothing le.
“I remember when I was young. My father taught me
about looking aer the animals, but my sense of responsibility wasn’t great. You need maturity and experience for that —
and the guidance of your elders.
“As you get older you can understand many things better
and so you learn even more than you did earlier on. You
don’t say ‘I know something and that is enough’. You learn repeatedly; you go back and learn the old things again and understand them even better.
“How to manage your livelihood is only one of those
things. You also arrive at a better understanding of how the
the environment, the culture and the people all fit together.

“But that’s not to say you don’t learn new things, too. Take
me, for example. I started looking aer cattle when I was five
years old and at that time — and for many years — I only
knew cattle, goats and sheep. e Borana did not keep
camels. I was 47 when I first started keeping camels. Now, because drought is more common than before, we see that
camels are the future of pastoralism.
“I was 54 when I started to learn about farming. Previously we didn’t consider farming an important part of our
livelihood, but over time the rangeland conditions have
changed; there’s less rain and less pasture. e number of animals we own is falling and the animals we have are less productive. ere has also been drought. Now we can’t rely
entirely on livestock to meet our needs so, by observing what
others do, I learned to grow maize and beans to feed my family. ese are entirely new things I’ve learned in my old age.
“is is a changing world. Nothing is static. In a changing
world learning never stops. You keep adapting, changing,
learning and re-learning. ese things are endless. Even that
which you think you know may be changed tomorrow. Nobody knows this better than a pastoralist. “For example, currently I am a pastoralist and we rely on water and pasture for
our animals’ survival. For these, we need rain, and there is
less rain now so I don’t even know if I will be able to continue
to be a pastoralist. Maybe one day I will have to do something diﬀerent. at is something I will learn in the future.”
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Even now that they grow crops, Dido and Konso have to travel 82 km to Negelle—
days walk each way—to buy maize and other supplies once each month.

People, animals & rangeland: new ways of life
Life is changing for Borana pastoralists. Many are learning new ways of

life they never thought they would need to know, like farming. Until

recent decades the Borana relied almost entirely on milk as the staple of

their diet. But as opportunistic farms have encroached on the rangelands

— often supported by well-meaning District Agricultural Offices —

pastoralists have been squeezed into the remaining and often poorer

areas. The problem has been made worse by the fact that pastoral

populations themselves are growing. As a result, once highly mobile

livestock have been grazed in ever smaller areas, causing them to be less

healthy, give less milk, and be more vulnerable to drought. With less

milk, pastoral households have faced more hunger than before. Several

decades ago they began to sell, with increasing regularity, sheep and

goats (or milk) to buy grain.

Today, grain has become a staple of the pastoralist diet. In most

areas growing crops has become an important addition to poor

pastoralists” livelihoods. In a year of good rainfall, farming can provide a

valuable addition to a family’s diet — and possibly some extra income.

But in many parts of the drylands, poor rains are all too common and

crops regularly fail. The best farm is still one that can move to where

there is pasture and water — a farm with four legs.
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“One thing I learned recently is
that the government has started
appreciating our Borana traditions!
I used to wear a traditional leather
skirt, a gorfo. Recently Dido told
me that some government people
were looking for traditional Borana
clothing to put into an exhibition,
so I gave them my beautiful
leather gorfo”
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Gubala Duba, 70

According to Borana tradition the eldest son is responsible for taking care of his mother.
A woman of this age is generally confined to the olla, where she is responsible for keeping
an eye on the house while the others in the family are away during the day, and taking care
of her young grandchildren. Her vast experience means she is also a source of advice and
information about historic events, cultural and ritual procedures, and ethical and moral
principles.

“life itself is educAtion. You have to keep learning
new things,” says Dido’s mother, Gubala. Gubala is not only a
grandmother, she is also a birth attendant. Women in the
area call her to assist with delivering babies.
When it comes to giving birth, Gubala has a good deal of
personal experience. “I have had eleven children of my own,”
she says. “I know it’s painful and it can be diﬃcult. at’s why
I go whenever and wherever I am called; I’ve walked as far as
50 kilometers to do this work. So as long as I’m able, when
anyone calls me, I will always go to help.”
Gubala started delivering babies more than 20 years ago:
“e first time I had to help a woman give birth because
there was no one else around to do it,” she says. “I’d learned
something from having my own children, so I was able to
help her. Aer that I was called to do more deliveries. With
each one I learned more and more. But this is all based on
experience. So far I have not had any training — but I would
like to.”
Pastoralist women give birth at home. Hospitals and clinics are usually far from their remote ollas. ey appreciate
having an experienced birth attendant on hand when they
deliver. While Gubala says that her traditional knowledge has
served her well — no one has died in her care — she believes
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that with formal training she could do even more.
In other pastoralist areas where organizations have given
training to traditional birth attendants like Gubala, the benefits not only to mothers and babies, but to the community as
a whole are significant.
However, even basic health messages can be of great benefit to mothers and babies: preparing a clean surface on which
to deliver and using gloves and a clean razor blade can prevent life threatening infections; changing traditional practices
so that the newborn is wiped clean and wrapped warmly
rather than washed immediately in cold water; and having
new mothers breast feed straight away rather than discarding
the all important colostrum — oen in favor of sugar water
or animal milk — give the baby a better start.
e mastery of more complex skills, for example, learning
to recognize a mother who is vulnerable during her pregnancy or in need of special help during labor and taking action to get her to a hospital or clinic early on, may save the
lives of both mother and child.
Hearing about these new ideas, Gubala is inspired. “Tradition is good,” she says, “but as we continue to learn, even the
traditions will change. I am glad. In some things we have a lot
to learn from the modern side.”

Watching over her grandchildren while her daughter-in-law is busy:
Gubala uses tree bark to
make a kebedi. It will
take her two months to
make one mat, which will
be draped over a camel’s
back to protect it when
it carries heavy items.
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Afatu Jatani, 77

The elderly have different capacities. Some people remain strong and remember everything.
They continue to relate stories, culture and history and so become a link in the chain of
learning that joins past generations with those of the future. Many still work to resolve
community problems and disputes. At community meetings their ideas continue to be influential. Most Borana men will continue to work with their animals for as long as they
are able — even if that means simply checking the animals as they come back to the olla at
the end of the day. Life has come full circle for them. Like the young children, they now
remain in and around the more settled olla. They receive great respect — but considered to
be like children again, are also lovingly assisted, fed and cared for by their families.

leAning on his wAlking stick, the Abba Olla of the
neighboring village, Afatu Jatani, 77, moves slowly through
Dido’s olla. People call out to greet him as he passes their
open doors, or as he passes them working in their fields and
fencing their enclosures. He nods and keeps moving. Later he
will turn up sleeping under a tree or sitting up on a sack of
corn listening to the discussion inside someone’s house. As
evening falls he will be lying in his bed near the fire, attended
by his wife and children.
Like old people everywhere, Afatu Jatani has his share of
complaints about aches and pains, but getting older is not
something that concerns him. “Why would I be concerned?”
he says. “It’s part of the normal process of life. I can no longer
contribute my labor to my family and the community, but I
still have something valuable to oﬀer. I am a person with rich
experience about what life was like in the past. e young
people in the olla come to me and I tell them the history of
our ancestors and how life used to be. It is important for the
older people to pass on what they know and it is important
for the young people to learn from them — this is the way we
keep our culture and traditions alive.
“I have grandchildren. As they grow it’s my responsibility
to teach them about our way of life: about respecting elders,
about clans and parties, and the rules of marriage. It is also
part of my role to teach them about the well and the rangeland, people’s rights and their responsibilities in the context
of our clan. I advise them to always use the customary institutions — not force — to solve problems — and to live in
peace with their neighbors. eir parents are also teaching
them many of these things, and I complement this.
“In my 77 years I have seen many changes. When I was
younger we used to be far more mobile. But now there are se82 School of life

curity problems and there is conflict, so we cannot move very
far. In the last five or six years these ollas have become more
or less permanent settlements. It’s not that we have completely le mobility — we still move our fora herds — it’s just
that we have reduced it.
“e last two decades have been diﬃcult. e number of
animals we own is falling. ere has been more frequent
drought, and even in years when the rains are fine, there is
less available pasture. So when people from the government
talked with us and encouraged us to settle and start farming,
people thought it wasn’t such a bad idea. Being more settled
would also provide an opportunity to educate our children —
which it did until the school closed down a few months ago.
“Now we are looking for a new teacher, but no one is interested. is is a remote place and the pay would not be much.
We are thinking it might be better to find an educated person
from the village — like Galgalo’s son, Boru — to teach.
“By my age I have finished learning all the traditional
things. If there is something new to learn it’s from the modern side. Life has changed in ways I didn’t expect. For example, it used to be that the elders were the leaders, but then
things changed and the younger people and the government
were in charge. at meant that if something was diﬃcult to
resolve at the olla level, it went to the local government body
in the area, the kebele, whose methods of resolving disputes
are diﬀerent to ours. When the kebele could not resolve it,
they would send it back to the elders. is has damaged our
traditions. It would have been better if the case just came to
us and stayed with us. We are elders and whatever happens it
is our obligation to help. Recently I have heard that in some
areas this is changing and that the elders are coming back.
Before I die that is one change I would really like to see.

Afatu Jatani is the Abba olla or ‘father’ of
the neighboring olla — quite literally. Not
only was he the founder of the 34
household olla, but each of them is in
some way related to him.

Now closed, the school

in Deressa used to allow

pastoralist children to go
to school in the morning
and help their families in
the afternoon. Evening

classes allowed adults
and older children to

attend school as well.

Beyond school
challenges, opportunities and
lessons in remote education from elsewhere

The world is changing. Today, formal education is important to

pastoralists. It links us with the outside world. Traditional and

formal education can complement each other — as long as the

formal is not allowed to damage the traditional.

—Dido Duba

Qur’anic schools may serve as a good model

ABE under a tree in Karamoja, Uganda

Homeschooling is the option of choice
for some ranching families in the USA

Alice Springs School of the Air, Australia

School on a Boat, Bangladesh

Locally recruited ABE teacher,
Amhara, Ethiopia

Rethinking education for pastoralists
the concept of educAtion is closely linked to the idea
of a school, which is invariably static. It is no wonder then
that the provision of education to pastoralists, who are seasonally mobile, remains poor. School enrollment rates for
pastoralist children are the lowest in Africa, and drop out
rates the highest. For governments across the Horn of Africa,
with large pastoralist populations, the practical challenges of
providing an education to mobile pastoralists can seem insurmountable.
Yet this is not because pastoralists do not want to send
their children to school. As we’ve seen in Deressa since the
school closed, many community members have made large
sacriﬁces to send at least some of their children away to
school.
As pastoral populations increase, as traditional lands are
lost to farmers and other land users, and as drought and climate change impact livestock numbers, pastoralists everywhere are looking for ways to mitigate the risks to their
future well-being. As a result, they place a greater value on
sending their children to school.
Regrettably, however, the education oﬀered to pastoralist
children, as well as being school-based and therefore oen
inaccessible to nomadic or seasonally mobile populations, is
also oen inappropriate. e educational content is usually at
odds with their cultural heritage and their (likely) future
livelihoods as pastoralists.

As the Millennium Development Goals challenge African
governments to provide Universal Primary Education by
2015, there is renewed urgency to improving existing pastoralist education provision — usually oﬀered through conventional schools, boarding schools, mobile schools or some
form of Alternative Basic Education (ABE). As this book sets
out to show, an important ﬁrst step is to move beyond ‘pastoralists don’t want to send their children to school’ thinking,
and establish a dialogue with pastoral communities to better
understand their vision and what education means to them.
is enables us to understand, for example, how it may be
possible to build on the education that pastoralists themselves provide for their children, and to imagine future scenarios in which formal education and the learning that takes
place at home are mutually supportive.
e second step is to look beyond the restrictions of
‘school’, and to seek alternative models for providing education services. Having abandoned the classroom, it becomes
possible to think more laterally about all aspects of ‘schooling’, from who might attend (more females, more adults), to
who might be the teacher, when the lessons might be held
and what they might consist of. In this section we examine
these challenges and introduce some of the innovative ways
in which they are being addressed in East Africa and elsewhere. e section concludes with some essential reading for
those who may be interested to learn more.
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Education for pastoralists: creating new models
Common options & practical challenges
Currently, the most common options for education in
pastoral areas are conventional schools or a variation on
their model: day schools, boarding schools, mobile schools,
and Alternative Basic Education (ABE). None are without
their diﬃculties and challenges, which include:
• Funding: Building and maintaining schools is costly in
harsh and remote rural areas.
• Staffing: It is diﬃcult to secure school staﬃng in these
areas. Well-trained teachers oen go somewhere else or
leave at the ﬁrst opportunity.
• Equipment: Adequate teaching and learning materials
are diﬃcult to come by.
• A legacy of antagonism to nomads: Formal schoolbased education has oen been instrumental to policies
of cultural assimilation and forced sedentarization.
• Mobility: Although key to the production strategy of the
nomadic household, mobility poses a serious challenge
to a system heavily reliant on classroom-based education.
• Scattered human populations: Necessary for livestock
production, but the lack of population centers makes it
diﬃcult for governments to provide cost-eﬀective schoolbased education across all remote areas.
• Unpredictable disruptions of service: Insecurity and
environmental events of great magnitude, such as ﬂoods
and prolonged droughts, can signiﬁcantly disrupt the
rigid routine of school-based education.
• Children’s work commitments: Children’s involvement and responsibilities within the household’s economy
from an early age compete with the requirements of
school calendars and timetables.
• Resistance to schooling girls: In addition to needing
their help at home, parents are particularly reluctant to
send girls away from the familiar contexts where they
can be protected and controlled.
• Non-literate parents: the fact that most adults/parents
lack basic education means that children cannot receive
help at home as far as formal education is concerned.
Source: Krätli S. and Dyer C. 2009. Mobile Pastoralists and Education:
Strategic Options, IIED and SOS Sahel International UK, London.
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• Costs: Even relatively small school-related costs are
perceived as diﬃcult to meet as pastoral households
usually have little liquidity and the economic benefits
of schooling are not immediately apparent.
As a result, in pastoral areas day schools tend only to be
used by children who are not required on a daily basis for
pastoralism (and even then there is a nearly 90% drop out
rate). Boarding schools face the same issue, and because
the costs are even higher they can only be accessed by a
very small number of children.
Mobile schools, where the teacher moves with the
community setting up a temporary school under a tree,
would seem to provide a better alternative in pastoralist
areas. However, these also have their drawbacks: they are
diﬃcult to monitor and evaluate, and tend to collapse when
households scatter due to drought or insecurity.

Thinking beyond ‘school’
Providing a better educational model for pastoralist communities requires re-examining existing education provision and
moving beyond some of its unquestioned assumptions.
From ‘school without education’ to ‘education without
school’ In many pastoralist areas eﬀorts have been made to

provide Alternative Basic Education: programs that aim to
provide an option for children from pastoral households
who are excluded by the unresponsive school system, and
for whom formal schools are not a viable option. ey aim
to be non-formal, ﬂexible in their timetable, participatory
and situation based. Without the constraints of a formal
national curriculum, they have the potential to oﬀer real
innovation in terms of learning methods and curriculum.
However, like mobile schools, ABE schools face many
diﬃculties: they are hard to monitor and are oen interrupted in times of diﬃculty. In addition, the combination of
open learning (children can arrive and leave at any point in
the program) with a classroom model of teaching makes
eﬀective progression in learning virtually impossible.
Perhaps the criticism most oen leveled at ABE is that in
many cases, despite being developed with the best of
intentions, it does not end up providing a real ‘alternative’.
ey end up oﬀering only a few short years of informal

education in the early grades, before channeling those
children who are able to continue in school into the formal
system. In reality ABE becomes a sort of variation on the
theme of school. Even when ABE program designers set out
to counter the rigidity of the school system (i.e. the timing of
school terms, lessons, etc) they ﬁnd it diﬃcult to get away
from their own personal history and think about an
education program without a ‘school’.
As a result, ABE implementation oen goes down a
predictable pathway: as long as there is a teacher in front of a
class, the format reverts to its own rules. e new ‘alternative’
teachers lapse back into using the (non-alternative)
experience of education that they themselves had. us,
while these programs start as alternatives to the school
system, they soon — and oen without realizing it — end up
playing a subsidiary role to conventional schools.
From ‘the value of education’ to ‘the value of
pastoralism’ e deeply internalized loyalty to the school

system oen goes hand in hand with an uncritical respect for
‘the value of education’. Campaigns aimed at sensitizing
parents to ‘the value of education’ are particularly intense in
regions where schools are few, poorly staﬀed and oen in a
state of abandonment, as is frequently the case in pastoral
areas.
When schooling is oﬀered as an alternative to pastoralism,
the emphasis on the value of education also carries a negative
judgment on the value of pastoralism. Educational programs
working with pastoralists need to develop a sound understanding of pastoralism as a production system. All too oen
it is forgotten that pastoralism is the main economic driver in
the area, and most if not all the jobs held by educated people
are a direct or indirect result of the presence of pastoral
communities, either as producers or as targets for
development interventions. Focusing attention on the value
of education while ignoring the value of pastoralism, works
against pastoralists: teachers, who are oen not from a
pastoralist background, instruct children in external norms
of behavior, dress and even hairstyles, leaving them with an
internalized sense of the backwardness and inferiority of
their pastoralist livelihood and culture. is oen impacts
pastoralist families directly: educated children no longer
want to herd the animals.

From ‘education instead of pastoralism’ to ‘education
for pastoralists’ Most of the pastoral children who enroll in

school don’t remain in education long enough to gain a
realistic livelihood option from it. In most countries
employers require secondary school education at least and,
increasingly, a university degree. With primary school drop
out rates in pastoral areas oen approaching 90 percent,
education must realistically become an addition, not an
alternative, to a child’s livelihood options. Children from
pastoral households need to have access to primary and
secondary education, without having to abandon their long
and involved training in the family business. Education
needs to be additional to a pastoral livelihood, not a
replacement for it.
From ‘enrollment’ to ‘development’ Focus on enrollment
can be grossly misleading. Few children enrolled in school
from pastoral households have the resources to complete the
cycle. In the majority of cases enrollment is triggered by the
death of the father or the loss of livestock. A signiﬁcant rise in
school enrollment is oen an indicator of impoverishment in
pastoral areas, particularly when associated with school
feeding programs. Enrollment will only start to indicate
pastoral development once formal education is made
supportive and fully accessible to the children directly
involved in production. Even alternative educational options
rarely reach these children, and when they follow the
classroom model, these alternative programs end up targeting
those children who could in principle go to school: those who
can be disengaged from pastoralism, and who are currently
out-of-school because there is no school in their area or at
least none their family can aﬀord.
From ‘out-of-school’ to ‘in-education beside school’

Children who are out-of-school do not necessarily have to be
out-of-education as well. is happens when school is the
only educational option, either in practice or in people’s
minds. erefore the ﬁrst step towards reaching ‘out-ofschool’ children with education is to unhook education from
the classroom model with its familiar but constrained
patterns of teaching and learning. New opportunities in
distance learning are now oﬀering many more doors into
education, most of which are still untried.
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Lessons from elsewhere in remote education

Many remote or mobile communities, who may not
necessarily be pastoralists, face similar diﬃculties in ﬁnding
ways to educate their children. Some education solutions
from elsewhere in the world are presented here with the hope
that they might inspire the development of alternative
models for pastoralist children. ese and other new
education practices are making the very notion of ‘schooling’
much less clear-cut than it was in the past, and are ensuring
that children can complete a full course of primary schooling
without necessarily being enrolled in the conventional school
system.

Floating schools: Bede river nomads in
Bangladesh
Sometimes the education solution is close at hand, as in the
case of the ‘school-on-the-boat’ for the communities of Bede
river-nomads in Bangladesh. e Bede live on boats, so why
not school their children on boats? Conventional schools had
refused to enroll Bede children on the basis that parents
would not guarantee attendance for a whole year. It took
some lateral thinking to see that such state schools were
inadequate for nomadic children, rather than the other way
round. e program started with seven boats in 2002 and is
now running twenty one.
Source: Maksud A.K.M. 2006. The Nomadic Bede community and their
mobile school program. Paper presented to international conference ‘What
Works for the Poorest: Knowledge, Policies and Practices’ at the BRAC Centre
for Development Management, Gazipur.

Radio Teaching: Somalia
Media technology, such as radio, enables distance education
to reach pupils who have not yet attained the MDG of
literacy. In fact, radio enables us to treat literacy itself as a
subject of distance education. Amongst distance education
programs, however, only a few actually try to go beyond the
classroom model of teaching and learning to fully exploit the
potential of the media.
One of the most interesting and innovative education
programs using the media is the Somali Distance Education
Literacy program (SOMDEL), renamed in 2007 as Literacy
for Advocacy, Rights and Skills (LARS). Broadcast
nationwide in the Somali language, the program is pitched
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precisely to those children (and adults) for whom conventional schooling is not an option. Its objective is to provide
basic literacy, numeracy and life skills using the radio as the
main educational vehicle, combined with printed materials
and local tutors.
Known locally in Somali as Macallinka Raddiya (Radio
Teacher) a 30 minute broadcast is aired weekly aer the BBC
World Service News. An evaluation in 2003 found
overwhelming support for the programs. It also found that in
many cases SOMDEL oﬀered the only education opportunity
for females. By combining education with entertainment,
and covering topics such as health, human rights and
security, the programs make learning a fun and informative
experience.
e program’s success is due in large part to the team of
committed local tutors who want to ‘help our people’, ‘bring
the old and young together aer the civil war’, and who say
that ‘those of us who know something should work together
to help each other’. anks to SOMDEL, more than 40,000
young people in Somalia and Somaliland have now
successfully completed literacy and basic education courses.
Source: Fentiman, A. (2003) Evaluation of Somali Distance Education Literacy
program.

‘Do it yourself’ curriculum:
Northern Kenya
e issue of relevance, and above all of local ‘ownership’ in
education, is at the core of one of the most original
pastoralist education initiatives in East Africa. e Rendille
Camel Husbandry textbook provides a unique ‘local module’
for the secondary school curriculum in northern Kenya.
In 2003 Rendille elders in northern Kenya broached the
subject of education with a researcher, who was living with
them to study their animal production strategies: “You know
how good we are at keeping camels. When we send our
children to school they are taught how to farm coﬀee, but
there is no coﬀee around here. As we make our living from
camels, we would prefer our children in school to learn
about camel management rather than coﬀee farming.”
e elders oﬀered the researcher a working collaboration
on the project: “If you want to know all about our education,
we could talk a lot, a lot, as our education has no end. It is

like the other education you have all undergone, and which
you continue and eventually you say that education has no
end. Ours is also that way. e only problem is we do not
know how to put it in writing.”
e ownership issue was taken seriously, and the textbook
was developed through a sophisticated methodology that
allowed the Rendille elders to determine its content in detail,
without being inﬂuenced by the editors.
e textbook was finally printed in 2008. Its arrival was
eagerly anticipated. In the words of an elder: “Sometimes
when my son [who is in secondary education] is herding the
camels, he carries a book from the school. If he leaves the
book at home and herds the camels, he thinks that he is
wasting his time. However, I fear he might be concentrating
too much on books, and his skills with the camels might get
lost. So I normally advise him to leave his book behind, but
he doesn’t want to. Now that the schoolbook on our livestock
has been written, my son can take that book when he goes
with the camels. Now what he is learning will be relevant. At
the moment my school-going children and I are not
matching. We are not the same. With this book, we will
ﬁnally understand each other.”
Sources: Kaufmann 2003. Proposal. Appropriate Textbooks on Pastoral
Livestock Husbandry for Secondary Schools: a cooperative effort of
pastoralists, livestock production and education scientists in northern Kenya,
Institute for Animal Production in the Tropics, Hohenheim University,
Germany.
Brigitte Kaufmann, personal communication 2008.
Namunai M., Harawo, M and Arbooy, K. 2008. Saagi Rendille Gaal Idaakhti,
edited by R. Gudere abd B. Kaufmann, German Institute for Tropical and
Subtropical Agriculture (DITSL), Witzenhausen, Germany.

The colour of cattle: Karamoja,
Uganda
e alternative basic education program in Karamoja,
Uganda (ABEK) was set up to teach children whose
commitments in the pastoral economy clashed with the rigid
timetable of conventional schools. e key practical and
conceptual challenges were identiﬁed as being:
• Could the timetable be made more ﬂexible in order to
accommodate the children’s commitments?
• Could the teaching take place near the rest of the family
and in the open so that the parents could see what was
going on, rather than inside special far-away buildings?

• Could the children be taught in their own language rather
than in a foreign one?
• And finally, could the syllabus be somehow closer to the
reality of the pastoral children?
In the late 1990s one of the early designers of ABEK
thought of making ‘generative words’ from the descriptors of
cattle-coat patterns in the local language (Ngakarimjong).
Generative words are chosen for phonetic value, the length of
their syllables and most of all for social meaning to the
group. e concept was developed in the 1970s by Paulo
Freire, during a literacy program in Brazil. Freire believed
that generative words should have special aﬀective and
evocative value to the learners, and that a good set of
generative words would provide all the ‘bricks’ with which to
form any other word in that language. And so it was that in
the late 1990s the experts at the National Curriculum
Development Centre in Kampala, Uganda, began to design
literacy and numeracy exercises around the Karimojong’s
cattle’s colors.
Mario is a head teacher in a rural school in Kotido district.
In 1998 he had just entered the teaching profession as an
ABEK facilitator. When he thinks back to the time of his
ABEK training, the ﬁrst thing he remembers is the work with
cattle colors. “at was unheard of,” he says. “Even more so
than the idea of teaching children at ﬂexible times rather
than following the rigid school timetable.”
Isa is one of ABEK’s ex-pupils. In 1994 Isa had been in
formal schooling for about a year when, in the hope of
securing him some livestock of his own, his mother decided
to place him in the care of her brother who was out herding
his cattle. About four years later, when Isa had le his work
with his uncle’s livestock (at a time of the year when he was
not able to enroll in a conventional school), he joined the
ABEK pilot project for about three months. Despite his short
time there, Isa vividly remembers it: “e ABEK class was
small. It was taught by a nice retired teacher.” What does he
remember most about it? “We were learning the colors of the
cattle!”
Today, with more than 200 learning centers, ABEK
continues to provide children like Isa with an education close
to home, accommodated around their timetable of
household commitments. It is oﬀered completely free of
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Lessons from elsewhere in remote education

Virtual classrooms: Australia and the

various communications technologies to have daily contact
with students, home tutors and teachers. e first two-way
radio broadcasts were made in 1951. Two-way radio was the
backbone of communication from the commencement of
operations in 1951 until 2004. e School of the Air system
now makes extensive use of Satellite Technology and is itself
an Internet Service Provider for those families that have the
option of connecting to the school via a personal computer.
is allows children to enter ‘virtual classrooms’ without
leaving home, communicating with the teacher and with
each other through live web cameras.
In the United States, homeschooling — parent-led homebased education — is among the fastest-growing forms of
education, with an estimated two million children home
educated in 2008-09. Materials are sent via internet and/or
the mail.
Aer working the cattle at the Cross S ranch in rural
Arizona, ranch hand Kenny and his wife Tracy explain why
they have chosen to homeschool their two children. “We
homeschool the kids so that they can join in with all of the
things going on at the ranch. Kenny’s family were ranchers
and we want our children to know this life, too.” Like many
others in the States, Tracy and Kenny also homeschool for
religious reasons: “It gives us a chance to school them in the
values we believe they should grow up with,” Tracy says.
ere is one other compelling reason they give for
homeschooling: “is way we can give our children a better
education than they would get in the public school system.”
Statistics bear this out: on average homeschoolers do 15-30%
better in tests than children enrolled in the state school
system.

Alternative educational options using distance learning have
also been developed in Australia, where children oen live
too far away from their nearest school. Here developments in
Information Technology and eLearning are making ‘school’
even more immaterial.
In South Australia, children in cattle and sheep stations
scattered across a huge territory have learned for decades
through a distance education program called the ‘School of
the Air’. e first of its kind in Australia, e Alice Springs
School of the Air is a correspondence school that utilizes

Sources:
Lines P.M. 1998. Homeschoolers: Estimating numbers and growth. National
Institute on Student Achievement, Curriculum and Assessment, Office of
Educational Research and Improvement. U.S. Department of Education,
Washington.
Thomas A. 2002. ‘Informal Learning, home education and homeschooling’,
The encyclopedia of informal education, http://www.infed.org/biblio/homeeducation.htm.
Dolan C.J. 2004. Access All Areas: Improving Access to Schooling by
Distance Education in Australia, paper presented at the All-Africa Ministers”
Conference on Open Learning and Distance Education Cape Town
International Convention Centre, Monday, 2 February 2004,
http://www.africaodl.org/conference/odl.htm.
Ray B.D 2009. Research Facts on Homeschooling.
http://www.nheri.org/Research-Facts-on-Homeschooling.html
http://www.assoa.nt.edu.au/

charge. Some of its innovations, like the use of local
languages, have also been formally introduced in the national
school system.
Sources: Owiny C.D., Oyollo R.M., Lomika D.A., Lomma P.L. and Sagal M.
1997. Report on Needs Assessment Study for Basic Education program for
Karimojong Children. A Pastoralist Approach. Presented to Redd Barna
Uganda and Ministry of State for Karamoja Development, Kampala.

A family matter: Somali pastoralists
in Wajir, Kenya
When alternative educational options are provided in the
open, out of the classroom and usually under a tree, they
oen receive attention from the entire community. Some
programs can be deliberately directed to the whole family
and to development issues, as in the case of the ‘mobile
formal education’ system amongst Somali pastoralists in
Wajir, Kenya. Based on the experience of the dugsi system
(Qur’anic schools), these mobile schools combine education
equivalent to the ﬁrst three years of primary school, with
general information on governance, public participation,
land and political rights, and basic health care services for
humans and for animals. Each mobile school is run by a
teacher with a trained assistant, and equipped with a learning
kit for twelve families. e service is provided by a Wajir
organization called NOMADIC (merged in 2003 with the
Wajir Peace and Development Committee) in partnership
with the Pastoralist Assistance Group (EPAG) Kenya and UK.

United States
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About Save the Children USA

sAve the children is the world’s leading independent
child rights organization. More typically associated with
education, health and HIV programming, Save the Children’s
Ethiopia Country Oﬃce is supporting pioneering work with
pastoral children and community leaders in Ethiopia as part
of a global climate change mitigation and adaptation initiative. e immediate focus is to maintain livestock productivity — in particular milk — and therefore mitigate malnutrition in under fives. In the longer term, however, Save the
Children seeks to:
• Arrest and reverse rangeland degradation to benefit future
generations of children
• Promote sustainable economic development in the
rangelands to address poverty and reduce dependence on
food aid
• Secure international payment for ‘rangeland
environmental services’ including the subsidized
sequestration of carbon

To learn more about Save the Children USA please visit
www.savethechildren.org

save the children usA
54 Wilton Road
Westport, CT 06880 USA
Tel + (203) 221 4000
Fax: + (203) 221 3799
save the children usA
ethiopia country oﬃce
PO Box 387
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Tel + 251 (0)11 372 8455-60
Fax: + 251 (0)11 372 8045
email: ussave.children@savechildren.org.et
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This is a changing world.
Nothing is static. In a
changing world learning never
stops. You keep adapting,
changing, learning and relearning. These things are
endless. Even that which
you think you know may be
changed tomorrow. Nobody
knows this better than a
pastoralist.
—Galgalo Gufu
Borana pastoralist

